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With the assistance of a generous public we shall continue to follow the same course
and place such an array of
gaasaitlisityllialgy 3EtEurgialiam
Before them That we shall together reach the goal of
Continued Prosperity.
13.A.SSMTT cgz CO
"WRECKERS OF HIGH PRICES."
'88 THE GREAT    '88
TENNESSEE FAIR,
WEST SIDE PARK, NASHVILLE, TENN.
COMMENCES SEP'T. 22d, AND CONTINUES SEVEN DAYS.
Tito numosseig HAVE ENILANGISUI ANIS fr.VEIIIi HING
nonz roes smsaa TO @NICHE:SUE THE C011111,04T OF PATIKONu.
The Great Nellie Burk
OMBINATION
of Bareback aa.1 harlot Races,
also SS Greyhounds will give a
most thtitlIag sahib ion each day. FREEBIE, $15,000
Ira FiskTHE filti•TRST LIVING• ARON Arr,w giv• three
Balloon ascensions, consisting of
,lia.loon races, balloon annensioa with
, trapeze performances. and Parachute
!descent From the Clouds.
2 RACES EACH DAY amino of slim keet Tro
tting and Poetess; Horses In 2 RACES EACH DAYIbis Country kav• been Entered en wilt *e b•re
It will be Ctogeth.•r the best Pair ever held in this Country. The largest display of stock ever known in this 
section will be there.
Half Fare on all Railroads. Accommodations for 4o,000 People Have Been Made.







—Ile Pledge Ourselves In favor of —
3PROTECTION of customers from overchatge, adultera-
tions and misstatements.
3VREE TRADE for every one with the merchant who
does most for his customers.
EDROHIBITION of monopolistic rings, inflated values
and oppressive high prices.
EDUCTION of the people's burden and buyer's bug-
bear—tax profits.
Btrf Al TO 70T: lintliltinint.
As eaadidates for your patronage we Invite an examioation of our buioness record in support of
our claim for
FAIR, SQUARE DEALINGS,
W e promme for the future the lest quality, the most in quantity and the lowest pro-eo, to all
touters without distinetio• of age or claw, and behind our prt,iuise stands
01:772. 8PS-m=1•7-3DID'STOCIC CI-001D3
111M anti Boys' El Mink
AND GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS.
The Finest Goods, the Fairest Dealings. the Fullest Satisfaction Guaranteed.
We Invite insp. ctioa and 'examination of our Stock. sre the Styles, Look at the Quality.
Marvel at the Prices.
The Tried. True and Trustworthy Traders,
IKE LIPSTINE,
22 and 24 NINTH STREET.
AT COST! AT COST I
GREAT BARGAIN SALE!
Owing to a change in our firm the first of September, we will sell our stock of
clothing at cost for cash. This is
A Rare Chance
to get a fine selections of goods and the gretest bargains we ever offered. We want
to turn the goods into money, so taht we canjorm our new partnership more satisfac-
torily. Everybody shoud see our stock of goods and prices and get a chance at the
bargrins. Come early so you can get first choice.
PYE & WALTON,
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
2 doors from Bank of Hopkinsville.
A Frightful Skin Disease.
Suffei ings intense. Head nearly -raw.
Body covered with Se-me. Cured by
the Cuticura
IMINSIS riTt. ENS Lilac sin. Mosaoi, N C
Dear Sirs,-About two nionths age, on your
recommendation, I bought a bottle of Coliseum
Resolvent, ore box cutieura Salve, and tine
cake of Cuticura Soap, for my eon, aged thirteen
years, who han been aMicted with eczema for
a Wee time, and I am pleased to say that I be
lieve the remedies have cured him.. His suffer-
tags were intense, 1118 head being nearly raw
hi. ear. being sou, except the gristle, and his
body wa• covered with mires. bit; CO/Wilt:ON
was frightful to behold. The mores have now
all dump" eared, his skin I. healthy, eyes bright.
cheertui iii dispositi n, and I. working every
ilay My neighbors are witnesses to this re-
markabie cure. • nit the doulitiug ones are re-
questeil to call or w, ite me, or arty of my
burs
W. S. STEPHENSON.
Wiscuurrssr. P O. UNION Co . N.C.
MoNaor, N. C Oct• le, 1547.
THE POTTER DRVO AND LA MISIC•L CO.:
Gentlemen,-Mr. Win. S. Stephenson of this
county brought his son to town to-day to let us
see him, and to show us what Cuticura Rem-
edies hal done for tem. This is the ease re-
ferred to in our letter to you some time ago.
To look at the lid, now, one wouid suppose that
there had never been anything the matter wits'
him,-•eenis to be in perfect bealth. We have
written anti herew th Inclose what his father
has to say about the natter,-w rote it Just as he
dictated. S„
We are selling quite a "entity of Cuticura
Remedies and lie•r nothing but praises for
them. We regard the tuticure Reined es the
best in the mart, and shall do all we can to pro
mote their tale.
Yours truly,
DTI% ENS Si BRUNER,
Druggists and Mannerists.
Cuticura, the great lain cure, and (Alicia's'
oap p epareil from it, externally , and Cuticura
Resolvent, the new blood purifier, internally,
Me a positive cure for every form of skin and
blood disease, from pimple+, to scrofula
Sold every'.'. here. Price: Cuticura. SO,:
Soap. 1 c.; Resolvent. $I. PfeT_IIrtd by lb.
Potter Drug and Chemical Co., nOSLOO. Mass.
1 11116•Send for "How to Cure Skin Disease."
64 pages, 10 illustrations, and 100 testimonials
blark•heads, red, rough, chapped
Ivw and oily skip prevented by C uticura soap.
WEAK PAihFUL BACKS,
Kidney and I terine Pains and Weak-
nesses, relieve.l is one minute by the
Cuticura Anti-Pain Meter, the Orst
and only pain killing 'Ammer. New
itietantanouus, iniallible. Vicente.
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.
81/11/1116111 LAW LECTURER (nine
weekli) begin 11 th July. Isah. Andean 12th Sep-
tember. Have proved of signal iire.-1,1t, tim
students who design to pursuo their studies at
leis or other Law-School; NI to Biome who pro-
pose to read privately; and Sd, to practitioners
who have not had the advantage of systematic
iottruction. For circular apply (I'. 0 Univer-
sity of V• ) to Jou', B. MINOR, Prof. Con, and
Stat. Law.
IINPKECP.DENTED ATTU ICTIONI!
U t Iver a Million Distriouted!
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP?
Incorporated by the Legislature in INK for
Educational and Charitable purposes, and its
franchisee made a part of the present State Con-
stitution, in 187V, by an overwhelming popular
vote.
Its (.rand Extraordinary I/reveilles take
place semi Annually, (June and December)
and its Grand Single Number Drawings take
place in each of time other ten months in the
year, and are all drawn in public:at the Acad-
emy of Music, New Orleans. 1.a.
We d° hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly and Semi-
A nnii•I Drawings of the Louisiana State Lot-
tery Company, and in person manage and con-
trol the Draw ings (hamlet ves, and that thecae's
are conducted with honesty, fairness, and in
good faith toward all parties, and we authorise
the Company to use this certificate, with fac-
similes of our sign•turee attached, in its 'Over-
tisements."
Conswilsal•nern.
We the undersigned Ranks and Bankers will
pay all Prizes drawn in the Louieiena State
Lotteries which may be presented at our coun-
ters
R. I. WALNINLElf,
Pres. Louisiana National Bank.
P. LANAI'',
Pres. *tate National Bank.
A. BALDWIN,
Pres. New Orleans Natlisnal Hank.
CARL KOHN,
Pres. talon Natilissal Rank.
Grand Monthly Drawing
In the Academy of Music, New Orleans,
Tuesday, Septerniser 11, Dsati.
CAPITAL PRIZE $300.000.
100,000 Tleket• at Twenty Dollars
eack. Halves 110; Qua  113;
Tensile 112; Twentlellh•111.
LIST OF MERL
1 PRIZE OF moo,000 is  moo,oeo
1 " of 100.10ll le  100,000
1 of mien  50,000
1 " of DAM la  25 000
1 PRIZES CIF 10,000 are . le.000
6 '" of 5,0e0 are  15,000
25 " of 1,000 are  26.000
100 " of 540 are ' 60,1 00
100 " of 300 are , 00,000
500 "''▪ of 100 are  100,000
APPROXIMATION IMMO 
100 Prizes of MO are 150.000
lo0 Prizes of mo are  10,000
100 Prizes of HMI sue   10,000
TEJUSIN•L PRIM.




3,134 Prizes, amounting to 11,054,600
Note-Tickets draw ine I apital Prizes are not
entitled to terminal prized.
For Club RAW. or any further information
desired, write legibly to tie undersigned,
clearly stating your resideni c, with :••tate.
County. street and Nuniber. More rapid ra-
ter° mail delivery will be assured by your en-
closing an envelope bearing your full address.
Send Postal Notes. Express Money Orders, or
New York Exchange in ordigary letter Cur-
rency by express at our expense) addressed to
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D. C
A dilrese Registered Letters to
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL BANIC,_
New Orleansi.10.
RE3IE3 DL 'D Thattt ien ;e1 6.era ma 
and Early, who are in charge of the drawings,
is a guarantee of abeolutefairnees and integrity,
Ji• %the chances are all equal, and that no oar
ran possibly mimvim.s what numbers will draw a
PrillzeiMEW DER that the payment of Prizes
is OCARANTF.ED BY tot IR NA-
TIONAL HANKS of New Orleans, and the
Tickets are signed by the President of an In-
stitution. whose chartered rights are recogniz-
ed in the highest Courts; therefore, beware of
any imitations or anonymous schemes.
THREE WONDERFUL
Sovrilla iacilillos.
THE NEW SINGER Al TOMATIC
'single Thread,. It Runs with s Breath.
THE NEW BINGER
More modern. lighter running and simpler
than any other.
THE NEW MING* II OPiCILLAT01111,
8clentlacally and mechanically perfect.
OFFICES E%EltYWHERK.
THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
203 Matti street, Hopkineville, Ky.
University of Virginia.
Founded by THOMAS JRYFIRS0111.)
Revision of nine snontb• begins October
1st, IMAM I here are 19 schools giving Instruc-
tion in Literature, Science, Agriculture. Engi-
neering, Pharmacy, Medicine and Law. De-
partments all thoroughly equipped Location
elevated and healthful. For catalogue apply
to C. S. VENABLE, LI.. D. Chairman of
Faculty. P.O. UNIVERSITY Or V • , V•,
CONDENSED NEWS.
• Sheridan's Memoirs' will :me pub-
lished in Deoember.
Fourteen new cases of sellow fever at
Jacksonville, Fla., Friday.
The Democra Is of the N111111 hove
nominated 'Thomas H. Poynter for colt-
great.
Ex-14 quetor Warner Miller is the Re-
publica?' 110111111PP for governor of New
York.
The railroad Arlie at Evensville has
been settled arid time men have returned
to work.
Sixteen new cases of yellow fever
were reported front Jacksonville, Fla.,
Thursday.





(Pane Herschel Goodnight is the
Democratic mosnlnee for congress from
the third district.
Mr. Blaine continues to abuse Preei-
dent Cleveland about his retaliation
nieseage. Of couree.,
The situation at Jackeonville Is be-
musing grave. Sever-el more cases of
yellow fever are reported.
Roger Q. Mills spoke to a large audi-
ence at Chicago Monday. His speech
was received whim eethusiasm.
Fourteen killed and a number wound-
ed was the result of a boiler explosion at
Neenah, "V is., l'hureday night.
The Democratic committee of Indiana
has homed a formai challenge for a joint
diectiesion between Mattson arid Hovey.
Bell county, Ky., Is a trooping 'cm
up; feur men killed on the L. et N. ex-
tension to Cumberlend Gap Wednesday
ight.
Dr. Rosenberg. an Owensboro Rabbi,
was knocked on the head with a &dung
shot and robbed while attending time
Evatieville festivities last week.
The Indiaria Republicans leave re-
fused to allow a Joint diecirealon of the
issues between flovey anti Matson.
They are mind(' of both Matsois and the
Tilt new Cheitaiwake et Ohio railroad
bridge in courser ofronstruction bet*een
Cinciminati and Covington was carried
away Sunday by the flood; loss about
$150,000.
Ex•Senator Joe. E. McDonald, of
Itallassepolis, at ludianapolis, Monday
delivered the opeuing speech of the
campaign in that state, confining him-
self mainly to the tariff.
Capt. Brice Stewart, of the British
army, formerly of Clareeville, Tenn.,
after an absence of twelve sears from
this couutry, has returned for a visit to
Lis father at Clarksville.
Hon. John E. Fl zgeralti, collector
and custodian of the pootoffice
at Boston, has homed the loilowing in
offset to the circular sent to time post-
office employee by the Democratic State
Committee:
At Kenton, Ky., a saw mill boiler ex-
plaice] and the engineer was blown a
hundred feet through the tree tops, the
fireman was so badly scalded that he
died, and several bystanders were se-
doubly lejured.
'Ill, corn crop of Henderson county
was badly blown by the storm of Tues-
day night. In many places it is tan-
gled and lying flat. Much tobacco was
also blown down. 'The damage can not
be estinrated, but it is known to be Im-
mense.
It is reported, and has eot yet been
denied, that President Cleveland on
Monday sent his check to the national
Democratic committee for $10,000. Mr.
Blaine will now proceed to ask se hat
right he has to interfere with this
election.
Two Texans tried the virtues of their
respective guns on etch other, at Arl-
ington, Saturday. One had a shot gun
the other a Winchester. It is neetilees
to say time man with the shot gun came
omit first and filled time other fellow full
of buckshot.
Chairman Mitohell C. Alford, of the
Democratic State Central committee, has
accepted Col. Scope's proposition for •
joint debate on the political issues of th-
day at the opera house in Lexington,Sate
urday afternoon, September 8. It is not
yet known %list speaker Mr. Alford
will pit against the big Republican
Colonel.
Superintendeet Metcalfe, of the Hen-
denims division of the Louleville it
Nashville, has gone to Birming-
ham to take charge of the Southern
et Northern division lis Alabama.
Superintendent Donald Alien, who has
been in charge of the Southern it Nor-
thern dIvielon,' takes Mr. Metrales
place on the Henderson division.
Billie Chandler was sat upon so hard
by senator Regan the other slay that
there are wrinkles In him yet. Chand-
ler was boasting poule more of his south-
ern election fraud cheetruits In time gen-
ets arid happened to name Texas. Re-
im popped up and told Billie that he
was a liar, physically, mentally arid
morally and an Impuderit fellow gener-
ally.
Mr. L. S. Buffington proposes ore-t-
ing in Minneepolis a 28-story building
in which he will utilize a method of
iron building construction patented by
him, and which, If it prove practicable,
will probably cause a revolution in the
construction of houses. The building,
wheu completed, will not weigh one-
half as much as an ordinary one of time
same size. 14 will be 80:50 feet oil the
ground, 350 feet to time top of time glass
lookout, and will contain 728 large °III-
ces.
A telegram from Montreal says thst
the excitement over President Cleve-
land's threat at retaliation has In DO wiee
abated. It Is the sole subject of conver-
sation, and formed the theme of many
sermons preached through the Dominion
to-day. Premier Mc Donald is retii rid tig
post-haste to Ottawa, where &council to
conelder time question will be held 'lure-
day. It is rumored that a special session
of the Dominion parliament will be con-
voked to consider the situation and take
whatever steps may be thought nieces-
eery.
A statement has been Issued from the
Interior department showing time (plan-
tity of land actually restored to time pub-
lic domain to-June 30, 1558. The prin-
cipal items are forfeitures of rallroan
grants under the acts of congress, 28,-
253,317 acres; railroad Indent nIty lands
restored, 21,333,600, and entries under
the pre-emption, horneetead, timber cul-
ture, desert, mineral amid timber lend
laws cancelled in time regular course of
examinations end proceedings in the
general land office for abandonment, il-
legality and other causes, 29,503,772.
The total netually restored to time pub-
lic domain and opened to entry arid set-
tlement is 53,153,99 0 acres. Tee secre-
tary recommends for recovery, 148,179,-
528 acres. And niind you, this was
done under a Democratic atirninietra
tion.
In Craddoek's Mountains.
Our headquarters were at Mt Nebo
Hotel on Chilhowee Mountain, not far
from the itirkisig-place of the "liana
that walks Chilhowee." From the ho-
tel we hal a lovely view of the Terme.-
!WC V 'Oki andOn a clear day we could
see time Cumberland mountains, about
sixty miles away. Oil climbing to the
Limp of Chilliovvee and looking towards
the south-east we saw tide great Smoky
range outlined swilled the sky and when
they were not enveloped in clouds we
could catch a glimpse of time very peaks
and "beide" that time genius of Charles
Egbert Craddock has rendered historic.
'"I'huntleriread" is time highest peak in
this section of the Suicides and here the
ecene of time first part of •'Iri the Clouds"
is laid. The Interest hanging around
this spot as well as the thought that we
S150111(1 be enchanted by time scenery from
the top of a mountain fully a mile high
attracted us thither irresistibly. Ac-
cordingly we donned our tramping.
clothes, put a change of raiment together
with a large quantity of provisions in
our knepsaeke and set out early in the
mornisig of July 25. After we had
crossed ChIlhowee arid descended into
Miller's Cove our road followed for sev-
eral mile@ the windings of Little ther-
e elem., cold and shallow stream-which
we forded twice. Sometimes we paused
along cool avenues with lofty hills all
*roiled I/11 a idle at other times our road
lay 'dung the brows of mountains with
the hut sun beating down upon us and
the noisy river far below us. At length
at- earne to Tuckeleechee Cove through
which we passed and then wended our
way along the side of a mountain until
we,entered a gorge through w Isla flowed
a stream and le which was situated a
saw-mill riot now in use. Here we
stopped for dinner and so stored:lour
were we Os/acorn-bread tasted far sweet
em to us than diti manna to time Israelites.
There was In our party • young 1111111
who lied never been able to eat corn-
bread but before our journey's end lie
was heard to express the wish that some
cake we had with us could be miracu-
lously turned into corn-bread.
About half paot-two o'clock In the
afternoon we resumed our.juurney. We
were now right or nine Miles from
•"lliunderhead" amid our road led up 1111
inclined plane along the top of a Nina
that connected with the Smokier. Fur
about a mile we trod along the bed of a
stream on emerging iron) which we lost
our way in the woods. Finally, how-
ever, we found the mountain trail which
now lay parallel with the great back-
bone of the Smokies froui which our
ridge was separated by a ravine that
seemed to have split the world In twain,
mid we caught sight of "Thunderhead"
whose "Illusory mists" seeniell to beckon
011 to time Summit around which the
clouds love to linger. But as fast as we
ativaliced time peak appeared to recede
and ail!l mockingly beekon 11.1 011. But
at last we turned our faces directly to-
wards the stuokies mid soon set foot up-
on the "bald" at the. top, where
"Spence'a" cabin is located. Soon after
our arrival the 6111/ went down behind a
bank of clouds arid after time brief (1101111-
Lain twilight the darkness closed round
US.
"Spence's" cabiu is time abode of the
two herders who watch the cattle belong-
ing to the people in the coves. It is sit-
uated about a mile from "Thunderhead "
Our host was not there when we arrived
but we proceeded at once to make our-
selves at home and were soon well ac-
quainted with four "fellers" who lmad
conic up ahead of us from l'uckairechee
Cove in quest of [ionic' colts. Finally
Gregory, the herder, a long, lank, mus-
cular figure, with pantaloons rolled:up
to the knees revealing two lean shanks
and a huge pair of bare feet-he had
slipped into the creek and wet his shoes
while fishing-appeared and began to
prepare supper. The Ice of reserve soon
melted before the genial warmth of the
huge log fire and we received • eordial
Invitation to supper-an invitation which
we were not slow to accept, especially
as the way we ate at noon had been a
terilble warning that we must husband
our store ot provisions The hoopitality
of the mountaineer is as princely as that
of Colonel Sellers and his fare about as
eitinptuous. We had bacon and corn-
bread, coffee without cream or sugar,
and bearse-a luxury of which our host
often spoke with pardonable pride. It is
ueedleee to say that we heartily enjoyed
our meal. Alter tea we sat for an hour
and listened to time extravagant tales of
the "boys." A runaway couple had'
pasted "Thunderhead" that day and
when the subject was mentioned I was
surprised at tise uative wit that fliudied
birth as spontaneously as time lightning
from a cloud. At ten o'clock we placed
upon the fluor the mattresses across
%Well we ulust lie. I do rmot believe
that the mountaineer as a rule has ever
heard of the proverb, "Clearilhiedis Is
next to Godliness." I lay with my head
just over a hole in the mattress from
whieli the flea4 poured lu torrents and
an ill-bred mouide persisted its running
over our bodies. It was SOIlle couifort
to know that other.) were as badly off as
myself. By the dickering firelight I
saw some of the "boys" up looking for
fleas arid I heard one of them express a
longing fur d my. An old cock under the
liouee began to crow at midnight •nd
ceased shortly after dawn. I failed to
state that only nine of us slept across
the floor and that we were so closely
packed that when one wished to turn
over lie Intuit whisper to lila neighbor
and we must ell turn 68 one man. The
memories of that night will never die
out of my heart.
The next morning we rose early in
order to go up to "Thunderhead" to see
the sun rise. Our ascent had been so
gradual that I was hardly prepared for
the magnificent view that burst upon us.
The sue stood just above the horizon
shedding hie rays upon the mists which
were rising from the valleys and which
sent back RD answering glearn of silver.
Around us on every side as far as the
eye could reach towered mountains
whose blueness gradually grew fainter
until at the horizon It faded into that of
the sky. Beneath Us, dotted with small
lelande, stretched a sea of mist that glit-
tered in the sunlight and ebbed and
flowed like a veritable ocean. Through
a gap in time mountable we emoight sight
of Cade's Cove that lay spread out be-
fore us with its white houses and smil-
ing fields. The loud roar of a moun-
tain torrent came up to our ears out of
the deep ravine. The sight was glorious
and for nearly two hours we stood and
drank it in. In my mind time mountains
have always been associated with the
idea of freedom and that morning the
spirit thnt an i I lia In Tell
seemed to have stalked abroad amid to
hover over us. So inspiring Is the at-
mompliere that I shall no louger Chink it
strange that the prophets of old spent
so 1111101 time oil the mountains.
no wonder that on SInai'di top Moses
received the two tables of time law and
communed with the Deliverer of Israel
-no wonder that on the hights of Horeb
Elljeli heard the "still small voice" and
might a glimpse of the Moot High!
The majesty of God can desoend no
lower than the tope of the highest moue-
tains.
After 'weakling we resolved to try our
luck at trout-fishing in Eagle Creek.
Accordingly we found our way thither
over the roughest, stoniest, steepest
path I ever saw. The stream came
tumbling down over huge stones with
such a mighty roar that we could hardly
hear each other even when we shouted
at tile top of our voices. Alter climbing
over time wet stones for arm hour or two
and slipping into the creek several time.
we succeeded in catching one trout.
On the way back we lost the trail and
became entangled in the mazes of a
laurel thicket-a labyrinth from which
it seemed that we should never emerge.
As one member of our party was slot
accustomed to walking we concluded to
go to Tuckaleechee Cove that afternoon
and finish our journey homeward the
next morning. We carried out our
plan, spending time night at time house of
a poor man with an interesting family
of twelve children and reaching our
hotel about noon tile next day.
While at the hotel we spent our time
chiefly in taking short tramps over the
mountain and into the neighboring cove
and in reading. We had a favorite nook
at time top oh Chilhowee from which
there was a line view and where-silting
on • huge atone among the rocks that
have been thrown up and still lie bere-
t read Le Conte on Evolution. At
other time. we read aloud-while the
fleecy clouds passed over us and some-
times cast their shadows upon us and
while the birds twittered In the trees
around-from the "Sylvan Secrete" and
"By-Ways and Bird Notes" of Maurice
Thompson, that genial Southern poet
and interpreter of the sights and mounds
of time woods, who lives so near to the
great heart of Nature that he hears its
every tisrob. One piece in particular
made a decided impression upon me. It
Is called the "lhreelsold of the Gods"
and is as pure • play of fancy as Shak-
spire's Tempest or Midsummer-Nighee
Dream.
I should like to speak of some obser-
vations I made with regard to Craddock's
writings in which I feel a keen interest,
but leek of space forbids. Perhaps I
shall have an opportunity at some future
time. At present I will only say that to
any one alio carefully notices the lan-
guage of time mountaineers a great many
ineonsistenules hi Craddoelte charming
stories appear. Iler dialect is to • great
extent purely theoretical and the
language of the mountaineers is riot very
different from Unit of the saine class oh
people hi our cities and towns. I
noticed the same grammatical errors
that I have heard almost every day for
years. However one thing struck me
as being very peculiar. The word
"than" seems unknown to time vocabula-
ry of time typical mountaineer; be al-
ways says -as." For example, I heard
an old fellow whom we met on top of the
mountain one day and who had brought
three panting sheep tied together with
one string from time cove below-or rather
they had brought him-Rey, after ex-
pressing his fears that the sheep would
DOW have the better of him and drag
him down the mountain side, "I would
sooner be bit by a rattlesnake as a cop-
perhead." I listened for "than" but
never beard It. I might touch on other
points but I (arbor. C. C. F.
"Private Affairs."
ohliadeipets Tunes.
Mr. Blaine said in his Portland speech
of Wednesday, speaking of the monopoly
trusts of the country: "They ore largely
private affairs, with which neither Presi-
dent Cleveland nor arty private citizen has
any right to interfere."
Let us see how far they are private
affairs.
We have a sugar trust. It has lately
advanced the price of sugar from 1 to 2
cents per pouud, and 1 cent per pound
on the sugar consumed In the United
States gives $31,000,000 additional pro-
fite to time monopoly trust. 'This trust is
made possible only by the high tariff
tax on sugar. Is It purely a private
affair?
We have a lumber trust, by which
every man's shingles add boards and
other timber of his house, barn, fence,
etc., are arbitrarily taxed, and this op-
pressive tax on the whole people is made
possible only by the high tariff tax on
lumber that Mr. Blalue so vigorously
denounced in congress. Is It purely a
private affair/
We have a salt trust, by which every
table in time land is taxed, whether of
rich or poor, and that extra tax upon
the whole people is made possible only
by the present high twin tax on salt,
that Mr. Blaine publicly opposed in con-
gress. Is It purely a private affair?
We have a jute trust, by which every
farmer who bags his gran is taxed by a
monopoly combine, and it is made pos-
sible only by the present high tariff tax
on jute. Is it purely • private affair!
We have • cordage trust, by whidi
every farmer who binds a sheaf of grain
and every person who uses twine or rope
are taxed by a monopoly combine,
and it Is made possible only by the high
tariff tax On both raw materials and
mariufactured goods. Is it purely a
private affair?
We have a rubber trust, by which rub-
ber goods are largely advanced In price
by monopoly. Rubber goods are more
used by workingmen than by all others,
and this extortion is made passible only
by the high tariff tax on rubber fabrics.
Is it purely a private affair?
We have an envelope trust, by which
a monopoly tax has been levied on time
people, for all use envelopes, and this
robbery has been made possible only by
the high tariff tax on envelopes. Is it
purely • private affeJr?
We had a steel trust, by which steel
rails were arbitrarily advanced from $26
to $40 per ton. Its greed broke
but with the present high tariff tax it
can be renewed at any time and will be
as goon as It dare he done. Is it purely
a private affair?
We have a ty pe trust, by which an
excessive tax is imposed upon ever con-
Rumer of this country, and it was made
possible only by the high tariff tax upon
that article. Is it purely a private af-
fair?
We have a free trade cheap labor trust,
with highly protected manufacturers as
Its liberal patron', and It is made pos-
sible only because Mr. Blaine and other
high war tariff advocates tax home labor
for the necessaries of life and allow free
trade in cheap labor to do their work.
Is it purely a private affair?
These are only a few of the many mo-
nopoly trusts which oppress time whole
people by monopoly taxes, and which
would perish in a day if our tariff laws
honestly protected the legitimate labor
of this country instead of protecting mo-
nopoly.
Are these mere "i rivate affairs which
neither President Cleveland nor any
private citizen has any right to inter-
fere?"
If Mr. Blaine PO thinks, time people
will not only refuse to accept his •Iews,
but they will take time most direct meth-
od to destroy all monopolies which pro-
stitute tariff protection to systematic
robbery of consumers
Careless Mothers.
Many mothers have permitted their
children to die before their eyes when
they might have been saved. Any
mother who keeps house without a bot-
tle of Acker's English Baby Soother at
hand, runs a risk which she may some-
time regret. It has staved the lives of
thousands of ehildren, and is doing so
every year ;at 11. B. Garner's.
MA.N0011 REMARKS.
Private Opielems Publicly Expressed
on Perseus asd Things.
The mind which fails to recognize in
Grover Cleveland a bold and original
statesman, a stern, sincere and homiest
president. is certainly deep in time mire
of political prejudice. Every official
act of his has been characterized by a
fearless disregard of the opinions of
politicians. With a sound and unbi-
ased judgment, with a quick discern-
ment, he arrives at conclusions which
he promulgates in strong pure English.
His language means just what it reads
and all the fine art of the polttical trick-
ster cannot pervert or misconstrue it.
He is the personification of Jeffersonian
simplicity. Despising all ostentation,
Kenning affectation, he is certainly
the president of the people, in whom
they are well pleased, as will be demon-
strated in November. Cleveland did
not believe that every trifling fellow
who donned a blue coat with brass
buttous during the war, was entitled to
• pension from time peoples' rooney, and
he had time courage to veto a Republican
measure with that end in view. Cleve-
land does not believe that wage earners
should pay war taxes in time of peace
or that 57.000,000 people should toll and
sweat for 3,000,000 "spoiled pets oh
protection." And he fearlessly reco-
mended reduction of the tariff,
5114
I believe the greatest public document
that ever issued from the executive man-
shin is that message of time president's
asking congress, since it had refused to
ratify the fisheries treaty with Great
Britain, to invest him with time power of
retaliation. The Republican senators
were utterly unprepared for it. It burst
In their midst like a bomb just as they
were laughing and congratulating them-
selves upon preventing a Democratic
administration from carrying out Its
policy. Yoeng PI tutors was not more
surprised when Jove knocked his fiery
chariot endways with a thunderbolt,
than this body of Republican patriots
when this political thunderbolt was
hurled into their midst. Cleveland Is
for England, they howled. Now let us
see who is fur England. A refusal on the
part of the Republican members to in-
vest the president of the United States
with time power to protect American
fiehernien and their vessels from aeizure
by the British, is a virtual concession
that they are frauds and hypocrites.
Now let us see who is for England. By
the way, this gives Patrick Ford a
mighty good chance to show to the peo-
ple of this country whether he is run-
ning hie "Irish World" in time interest of
Blaine and protection, or Ireland and
liberty.
•••
Donn l'iatt gives forth no uncertain
sound in his salutatory upon taking
editorial charge of Belford's magazine.
Many people call him cranky and radi-
cal because he la • profound scholar and
bases his opinions upon observation and
experiment.
•• •
Grand Old Roman! Your eagle eye
fieehes as proudly as it did in years gone
by. Your figure is as erect as upon the
day when you first stepped into the
arena. Time which has silvered your
head has set crowned It with a thousand
honors. The lustre of your star Is un-
dimmed. No shadaw floats between
your country and the splendor of your
mind. Your beer:, as ever, throbs for
your countrymen, harboring no thooght
that is not for their good.
•••
Grand Old Roman! Your noble man-
ly voices rings out time mighty truths
to-day In no uncertain tone. Tbe words
of wisdom as they fall from your lip.
are wafted over wide fields and forests
to your people who are proud of you.
Your hand is as fearless and steady to-
day as when it first rent the veil that
hid hypocrisy and fraud.
•••
Grand Old Roman! Your character
is proof against the bolts of medic* and
slander which your enemies hurl at you.
They fall at your feet harmless and
broken.
'dile Louisville 'limes in a recent issue
has a very strange editorial in which it
holds criminal lawyers as indirectly re-
sponsible for a large proportion of the
crime that I. committed. Time Timee
professes great respect for the legal pro-
fession but argues that time successful
defense of a crimival is an incentive to
crime. A successful criminal lawyer is
a hero in the eyes of his clients and their
confidence in him is in proportion to his
success. This is certainly a very bold
and original view of the matter arid the
Times has bit off a big ('haw in attempt-
ing to arraign the criminal lawyer as
accessory to time crime of his client. The
some./ of time lawyer like the success of
the physician and the &Wean is governed
by his skill anti his skill is attained by
constant study and patielit labor. The
Times might argue with as mitch truth
that a broker is responsible for all of the
financial wrecks incident to speculation.
'rile lawyer and the broker are dependent
upon their respective vocations for their
daily bread. People will speculate and
people will commit crime. Because the
Times wants ,Dieger hung it should not
endeavor to prejudice the public mind
against an honorable profeeelon.
•*•
Jim Blaine, time man who tells time la-
borers all about time glories of protection
and the blessings of a war tariff, brought
with him from Europe thirty two trunks
of plunder made by European pauper
labor. If Mr. Blaine's love for the
American laborer is really PO deep why
did he not wait until he arrived upon
American soil anti purchase these tame
articles where they were protected? He
did tiot pay one cent of duty upon these
sundries. In tile risme of justice, why
does not Mr. Blaine allow the American
laborer to busy his goods In European
markets. Why does Mr. Blaine deny
to the American laborer the privilege
which be avails himself of? Swift says
"it Is hard to midsize well a man of dis-
tinguished vices," but a campaingn poet
in the New York Star succeeds admir-
ably in the following lines:
Then tie opened his mouth land 'twits SO Sweet
to hear him),
And thus he addresel the toe crowd that was
sear him:
"Sons of labor, sweet friends of my dear native
soil,
I have thought of your wrong., I have wept o'er
your tots;
et know you are wrongml, I
premed,
And vs come home to see
are redress'il.
Mar the arm of the man to Its soeimet be shrunk
Who would bring to this fair land a foreign
made trunk
"Yes, laboring men, my very soul loathe,'
The man or the sit 01111111 W 110 .t1 wear forei
gn
clothes-
Who would bring to our country the fabrics of
Worth,
While American labor is ground to the earth
"I tell you to-day, let my words be re-epee-tett.
American laborers ..stst he protected "
Thus slake the "plumed knight" to the people
around,
And the shout that went up had a thundering
sound.
Just then a poor laborer, retell from him task,
Main bohl of • G.0 11 chieftain to ask:
'-Your honor, I'd idols, if NOY please, to he 
told
Who owes the big trunks coming out v.f t
he
"If my eyesilo not fail me. I think that I 
see
Very plainly on the red of each trunk. .1.44, B
Are they "foreign" trunks'. I lease it to you:






Adopted by the Hophiasville Tobacco
Board of Trade.
At a meeting of the Ilopkinsville lo-
ham° Board of Trade, called to express
the sense of the board at the loss they
had sustained in the death of Captain
H. G. Abernathy, one of its most valued
and efficient members and for many
years its president, itswas
Resolved, That in the death of Capt.
Abernathy, the HopkInaville Tobacco
Board of Trade had lost one of Its most
valued members, one who was always
noted for his active interest in its suoceas
and in the maintenance of its rules, be-
ing always earnest in demanding of
others and punctilious in an observance
of all of its rules. Capt. Abernathy was
the pioneer and founder of Hopkinaville's
tobacco trade. In 1871 when the popu-
lation of Hopkinsesille was probably less
than one-half of what it now is, upon
time completion of the then Henderson,
Evansville & Nashville Railroad (pow
L. it N. R. R.,) Capt. Abernathy con-
cevied the idea of establishing a tobacco
market in Hopkinsville. The enterprise
was ridiculed and opposed by almost
everyone, as it was considered impossi-
ble to succeed in establishing a tobacco
market so near to Clarksville, Temm.,
here tobacco had been *old for more
than half a eentury, and a market estab-
lished which was favorably known all
over the civilized world. Undeterred
by discouragement and ridicule Capt.
Abernathy boldly prosecuted his de-
sign, emberkirig his entire private for-
tune in the venture and lived to see his
eflerte crowned with success and Lis ex-
ample hollowed by a hoet of others who
quickly sought to reap part of the har-
vest he had sown. Capt. Abernathy
first associated lilmself with the Mess.
Cayce and did business in the warehouse
on Railroad street now occupied by
Wood it reebree as a storage house.
Thence he moved to a house built by
Hardin Coleman, since burned. In Is72
and '73 the firm of Abernathy it Mills
100k charge of the Peoples Warehouse,
a stock company, and for many years
del the largest bueineee ever done in the
market. Meeting with reverse's the firm
of Abernathy & Mills was dissolved and
Capt. Abernathy became asscciated for
several years with Mess. G. C. and E.
II. Long in the tobacco trade. Upon
the dissolution of the firm, he built the
Central Warehouse on Nashville street,
where for the last six or eight years he
continued the tobacco business under
the style of Abernathy it Co. Thus
Capt. Abernathy has been continuously
and prominently identified with the
trade since its beginning. Ile has never
for one moment log luterest or confi-
dence in the market he founded under
touch discouragement. When others
became discouraged he was alwats
hopeful, making saggestions whereby
the trade could be increased and giving
hopeful cowl/del to the younger and de-
&pairing members of the trade. In
every way he upheld the dignity and
aul.hority of time board, after saying it
was the chief reliance and salvation of
the trade. Ile lived to see nearly (23,-
000) twenty-five thousand hogsheads of
tobacco sold in one year in this market.
He HIP the banking capital of the town
increased from one bank of one hundred
thousand dollars to four banks with s
capital stock of five hundred thousand
dollars and a deposit of double as much
wore The bulk of this large sum being
largely profitably employed In the to-
bacco trade. Ile lived to see the popu-
lation of time town more than double and
It is no vain boast to say this growth
was largely due tis the establishment of
a tobacco market at this place. In his
death the city arid entire community
sustains a great loss. He was a useful,
active, upright business man. Courte-
ous and dignified in lila intercourse
with his fellow men always de-
manded and commanded, the respect lie
gave to others. Ile leaves a wide gap
in the board of trade and his loos will
long be lelt.
Resolved, That we tender to his be-
reaved' family our sincere sympathy and
join with them in their grief at their
hoes.
Resr4red, That these resolutions be
spread upon the books of the Board of
Trade and published fn the Hopkineville
papers and a copy forwarded to time
Western Journal and Clarksville Tobac-
co Leaf for publication.
E. M. FLACK,
UV. GRZEN,_ I
W. A. LownY, m Corn.
c. F. JARRETT, I
W. G. WriStELXIt.
Eczems, Itchy, Sealy, Shia Tortoni.
The simple application of "Swayne's
Ointment," without army internal medi-
cine, will cure any case of 'letter, Salt
Rheum, Rirtgworm, l'ilee, itch, SOrell,
l'implee, Eczema, all Scaly, Itchy Skin
Eruptions, no matter ilOW obstinate or
long Rtandieg. It is potent, effective,
and costs but a trifle.
(lei eland end Thurman Flags.
There are twciity-two voting precincts
in Christian county, outside of Hopkins-
stifle, and there ought th be a Cleveland
and Thurman club oresnized, at once.
In each precinct. These clubs; ought. as
soon as organized, to beecuie inembere
of the Democratic League of clubs of
the state. Christian county Democrats,
above all others and especially now,
should go to work in earnest, go to work
to win. They can do it if they will try.
A gentleman who feels a deep and
abiding interest in the success of the
Demcmcratie party at large arid (especially
the party in Christian county, author-
izes us to say that he will furnish, free,
a handsome campaign.11ag to each one
of the twenty-two precincts, where a
club is organized at once.
Let the proper parties go to work
promptly, get their clubs organized and
get ready tor their flag raiiiinge. They
may then call at this Milne for the digs.
Better Than Bloody Battles.
General Wheatcroft Nelson, Pays:
"My experience ill the Englieh army as
well as in America, convinces me that
nothing so thoroughly purifies time blood
or aids to heeith, vigor and life as Ack-
er's English Blood Elixir." Thie great
Remedy is (told under a poeitive guarani-
tee by li. B. Garner.
ase • ewe
Comte In Mooday.
Time stibecriptione of a large number
of people on our 'WEEKLY list expire
next week. We euggeet that they conic
In Monday-time first day of circuit
court-and renew; PO the their papers
will not be stopped anti they may he In
goo I time for our big' drawing. which
comes off Oct. Gth.
The above good ailiice applied also 
to
Ter-Weeetv subscribers 1,01.1 are in ar-
rears and all of whom will be dropped
after the drawing.
Is, CABINS have tie-
crone a thing ot the peat.
From them have come
great generals, states-
Men, lawyers end di-
vines, equals in every
way of thoee who at-re
born le the purple oe
European eourts. No better remedy for
purifying the blood was ever made than
Warner's Log Cabin Sareaparilla. Try
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IN WHICH COLUMN! Mr. Blaine's 
criticism of :lovely-n(1'e
Will Harrison carry Indiaua? le a 
fishery message is a serious druppoint-
qnestion often asked. The Republicans,
of course, all say lie will, whether they
believe it or not, and a few Democrats
can be found who are doubtful of the
reeult. It ie argued that he will re-
ceive many votes outside his party on
the ground of state pride, but !State pride
will not always do to rely upon, eepec-
billy when a man haa made himself per-
sonally end politically offensive to home
people. Duriog his term In the senate
he did nothing to recommend him to
his constituents, on the contrary, he did
much which they condemned. His at-
titude on the labor questions, they have
neither forgotten nor forgiven, and
the laboring element in Indiana is large-
ly in the majority. Personally he is of-
feesive to them, because lie Is of the
kid-glove variety and has always held
himself &loot from contact with the
masees. Workingmen tile world over,
at teaet those imbued with the spirit of
equality and independence, are pecu-
liarly sensitive to slight; it is an offense
they canticle forgive. Mr. Harrieon has
time and again offended them, not only
by his attitude on questions affecting
their Interest, but by public and private
utterances. Was be not at the heed of
an organization to "shoot and kill"
striking workmen? did he not refer to
the Irishmen as "being only fit to shovel
dirt? has he not said that "one dollar a
day is enough pay for any of that claw?"
All this, combined with his reserved
and unapproachable nature, has not
made him the idol or beloved pet of In-
diana's workers.
Another reason that might be urged
against Republican success in Indiana
is the very general opposition to a high
protective policy. Indiana has but few
large manufacturing citiee, the uirjority
of the voters live lu the country. This
of itself is a great advantage to Democ-
racy, inasmuch as ninety-nine in every
huudred farmers are opposed to protec-
tion. As the preunt contest is bascd on
li I
TRUSTS.
They are largely pri- It is notoirtoue that
vate affairs, with competition is too often
whieh neither ?nisi strengled by combine-
dent Cleveland nor any Dons quite pre•alent
private ettisen has any at this time, and fre-
right to interfere.- quietly called trusts,
Jas. II Blatne's Port- which have for their
land speech. object the regulation
of the supply and price
of commodities made
and mold by members
of the combinatem
The people can hardly
hope for any comsider-




Here are the opin ons of the two lead-
ing men of their reapective parties; each
• true representative of its principles.
Take your choice.
Since 1866 our tariff laws have been
so far waived in favor of Canada as to
allow the free transit scrolls the terri-
tory of the United States of goods ar-
riving at our ports destined for her do-
mains, or exported from there to foreign
countries. The Canadians do not seem
to have appreciated this, for In 1$86 our
government waa notified that American
fishermen would no longer be allowed
to ship their fish free of duty through
Canadian territory. A treaty was de-
•ised which would have done away with
this and other existing troubles, but the
Republicans opposed and prevented its
ratification by the senate. This Ilft us
In exactly the same condition we were
before. To settle this matter, President
Cleveland prop...Whitton, in other
words he proposse.ape Canada a dose
of her own nie$1111111% and to deny ber
further benefit of the pri•ileges she has
enjoyed under our tariff laws. This is,
in substance, what is contained in his
message and what has created such con-
sternation in the Republican household.
We import annually $44,000,000 worth
of woolen goods. We do this because it
la much cheaper than importing this
raw material and then manufacturing it.
Why do we import any at all? Because
we haven't the raw material to manu-
facture, as we raise only 255,000,000,
and consume 600,000,000 pounds of wool.
Now, we propou to tax the manufac-
tured articlu and admit free the raw
material in order that our workmen may
manufacture this $44,C00,U00 of good.
we have heretofore imported.
The press of the oountry should not
embarrass Mr. Blaine by asking him if
he still thinks it unpatriotic to trade
with foreign countries. It is true that
Mr. Blaine filled thirty-two large trunks
and twenty bags with things bought in
Europe; it is also true that he paid no
tariff on the same, claiming that it was
wearing apparel tor his family, but this
is only another evidence of his love for
the laborer; he didn't want to trouble
him to make these clothes, don't you
see?
A meeting of the cotton planters of
West Tenneasee and North Mississippi
was held in Memphis this week. They
resolved to discontinue the use of jute
bagging, which the jute trust has priced
at so high a figure. Mr. Blaine and his
pals should at once raise the cry of in-
terference, because this is merely a "pri-
vate affair" and these southerners have
no right to boycott it.
Judge Thurman spoke to an enormous
crowd at Port Huron Wednesday. He
was at his best and the great audience
greeted him with enthusiasm. His ar-
gument was strong and convincing, and
he handled the tariff question in a forci-
ble and vigorous manner. The length
of the speech prohibits its publication,
much to our regret. A few such
speeches anti Michigan might be put
down in the Democratic column.
Wnife a Harrison & Morton flag was
being raised at a place called Demick
Hollow,in New York,* cannon that was
to fire the salute exploded and killed
three men. That was a sensible cannon to
protest so forcibly against being pressed
into the service of the Rpeublican par-
ty. Bring on some more poles.
Our Democratic friends are not taking
as much interest in the organization of
a Cleveland and Thurman club se they
should. Because Kentucky is surely
Democratic Is no reuon why we should
not go to work. The Republicans are
wide awake and hard at work all over
the state; so should we be.
It is noticable that every time an at-
tack is made on the president In tbe sen-
ate a Kentuckian tome* to his defense
and the attacking party wishes he hadn't
done it. Senator Hale, of Maine,
tried his hand Tuesday , but was knocked
out in the first round by Beck and Black-
burn.
Hon. Roger Mills, fn respense to the
request made of him to speak here, has
written that his other engagements are
such that it will be impossible lor him
to come. It will be a great disappoint..
ment to our people, who confidently
hoped to hear him.
e
From Maine to Texas the Democrata are
howling with de:Ight over the president's
retaliation message. The beet evidence
in the world that he la right is the atti-
tude of the Republican politicians of
Washington who, one and all, sneer at It.
Tbere were only fifty thousand people
out to hear the 01 1 Roman speak in
Chicago. The size of that crowd must
have been galling to the Republican
state executive committee of Illinois.
Considerable opposition has already
manifested itself to the Kentucky dt
Tennessee railroad company's semi-of-
ficial proposition. Let us all wait until
the propoeition In full is given out, and
then parse jedreent.
The gubernatorial candidates In Flor-
ida have been quarantined. What
boundless possibilities this example
opens up to the afflicted people of this
wuntry .
The Republicans In this county are
divided in opinion as to whether they
will vote for Blaine or Harrison.
"Now you (think) you te3 It and now
you don't," aptly describe the 0. V.
branch to this city.
principles and not on persoua t es, an
as these principles directly sliest their
pockets, it le esey to tell which way they
will vote.
Coming ou down to party influence,
we find another force at work in the
shape of the pension bureau. It is a
well known fact that more pensions have
been given mid more increases granted
in Indians under Black's administration
than was ever done before. While this
was but their due, these pensionere, who
number thousands, many of whom are
Republicans, feel kindly toward.. the ad-
ministration end its policy, and their in-
fluence will be considerable.
Then again Incliaoa'a government is
Democratic and its power and luguence
will be wielded for all it is worth.
Her present nominee for goveruor Is
a superior and popular man, is In thor-
ough accord with the administration,
state and national, and will untoestion-
ably be elected. This will have its In-
fluence.
On the whole, Democrats have abun-
dant reasons to hope, for Indiana is nat-
urally Democratic, and with a steady
ard united pull, will come out with col-
ors dying.
went to those who expeeted eginality.
His speech teems with chestat. Se and the
line of argument used is the ea me as that
followed by Edmunds and llo: ir in their
attack on the nietilage the d ty it was
read In the senate. The tru of the
whole matter le the president D.as so up-
set the plans and eaten:adonis o-f the Re-
publicans that they know not what to
do or say. 'rhere are many er stern Re-
publicans who have clantorin g for the
president to pursue this tours e, but lie
has refrained through conger !admires
and the hope that the troubles might be
amicably adjusted by treaty. The treaty
before the senate if ratified would have
settled all this trouble, but the Republi-
can Lute) nit); tefueed to ratify and this,
too, because of partisanship. It will be
remembered that in the vote. the party
lines were severely drawn. When this
meisaitge was laid, before the tugust body
and it was found that the poesident had
pursued this line of policy, consterna-
tion was written on every Republican
face. "Retaliate! Heavens! that is the
only thing we feared!" This policy of
retaliation, while it would injure to a
certain extent the trade of a few cities,
would work no serious harm to us, but
would be hard on the Canadians. It
would also curtail the receipts of
a few railroads, and Mr. Blaine, true to
his instincts, asks what right Mr. Cleve-
land has to interfere. Mr. Blaine asked
on another occassion what right Mr.
Cleveland had to interfere with the
trusts of the country, as they were pure-
ly "private affairs." Ile has the same
right in both caees-i. e., for the greatest
good of the greatest number. Mr.
Cleveland by this stroke has ehown
himself to be one of the ablest states-
men as well as the shrewdest politician
of the day. Ile has spiked the Republi-
can gum; and they hail as well surrender.
EH, NIL BISHOP
M. W. Bishop went to Evansville
'Tuesday to buy plate glass for the front
of his store.-Hopkins County Hustler.
Mr. Bishop, when you paid for
that glass did you stop to consider how
much of it waa for the material and how
much for protection? or did you, like
the great majority, think you were pay-
ing for the glue alone? Had you an
idea of the amount you paid out
for the honor of living in a "pro-
tected" country? As an example we
will suppose you bought two plates,
412 feet each, and that yon paid for
them $166, or $83 apiece. Probably the
glass you bought was of American man-
ufacture, yet you paid an import duty
just the same. This may seem strange,
but it is nevertheleu true. The lut.
parer of French plate must pay a duty
of 00 cents per square foot on glee above
215 feet In Eel. Til le, of course makes
it very expensive. The American takes
advantage of this, and puta up the price
of his glum accordingly. But you
must give him credit for one thing-he
prioes his glass just a little bit lower
than the importer can afford to. He
does this because he loves you and the
men who buy, and because it shuts out
his competitor. The Democrats are un-
kind enough to call him a monopolist,
but our Republican friends have a more
endearing term-the friend of the la-
boring man. As aforesaid you bought
two plates, 6x12 feet each, or 144 square
feet. For this you paid $166. Of this,
sum $79.60 was for the material and
$86.40 for protection. Rather dear pro-
tection, eh, Mr. Bishop?
BLACKBURN ON THE REPUBLICAN
PLATFORM.
Senator Blackburn, of Kentucky, has
taken the Republican platform plank
by plank and without making any argu-
went at all has set the professions of the
part; and record side by side. If the
parallel column be used the main points
of this analysis may be thus shown :
DICL AR•TIOX Or ?Mg
r1.•Tr01101.
1. The Democrats
bold power by the sup -
pression of the ballot.
1. Opposition to for-
e en contract labor and
Meese immigration.
1. Oppoeition to "all
combinatione of capi •
tal, organized Internees
an.1 otherwise."
4. The restoration of
public lands, for the
use of actual settlers.
The rehabilita-
tion of our merchant
marine.
6. Reform of the
ca. il service.
7. The preeident's
ho tility to pension re-
lief.
RECORD Or THI ?AR-
TY
The party suppressed
the ballots of whole
states ID 1875.
The party never pro-
hibited foreign iron •




trusts are time chief
legacies of the long
Republican regime.
Tbe party robbed the
people of le0,000 000




squandered on an in -
v i.ible navy
Nothing was done, of





Continuing this sort of analyeis (the
whole review of the platform Senator
Blackburn publishea in the Forum for
September) he shows how iu regard to
the tariff the Republican party has
thrown off its mask and shows that it
never means to relieve the people of
unnecessary and unjust burdens of tax-
ation. This analysis covers the whole
ground and contains all the material
neceeary for campaign oratory and dis-
cussion.
The Bowling Green papers seem con-
fident that Goodnight will be elected
this fall. The New Ens sincerely hopes
that they may not be deceived. A solid
delegation in expected from Kentucky
this year and the good Democrats of the
Third should see that the responsibility
for an incomplete roll does not rest with
them. Matters of great moment will
come up for consideration within the
next two years, and it is necessary for
the Democrate to have a good working
majority. 1Vith this before them, it
seems to us that the Democrats of the
Third should present a solid front to the
enemy. What if some of you do feel a
little sore over the defeat of your favor-
ite, everybody can't be elected, some-
body must be left behind. Does a pa-
triotic soldier fight with less willingness
and vim because his captain has been
wounded and retired from the field?
We do not know that there is any of the
soreness referred to, but If there is, vic-
tory over the enemy is a balm that will
heal all wounds.
Earthen or glassware is used by every
body In this broad land of ours; it is a
necessity ; we must have it. The pres-
ent tariff duty on it under the existing
lase is $59.55 on every $100. The Mills
bill reduces this to $52 17. "Title is free
trade," howls a Republican friend.
Then in God'. name what is protection?
"You will flood the country with the
productions of European pauper labor,"
they cry. By referring to one of our
English consul's reports, we find that
the average labor cost of earthenware In
Staffordshire, England, In lss2, waa
47y., per cent.; In the United States it
was 46g pot cont.
OUT AT THE PARK.
enemeseled
HE WiNNTS HIS fiWORD.
au Open Lettt r to f.de Relatives of
Col. Woodward.
Bunton), 'Owe., Aug. 20 -To any i
of the eons or other relatives of Col. Tom I
Woodward, ot the First Kentucky
Confederate Cavalry :
In a campaign in.North Alabama, in
1862, Col. 'rout Woodward, commanding
aii expeditionary force, attacked and
captured myrielf and my command at a
bridge ten miles west of Athens, Ala., I
was then captain of Co. K. 37th Ind.
Infantry. I had s dress sword on at the
thne, which I surrendered to Col. Wood-
ward. It was of no very great intrinsic
value, but I have a great desire to trace
up the sword, and I write tide to ask if
any of Col. Woodward's heirs know
whether he preserved arid retained the
sword, mid whether the colonel ever
kept the trophy.
It would afford me great pleasure to
flnd out enything corinet•ted with the
colonel and the present whereaborita tif
the aforei-aid itword, and I think I would
make it pleaeant to any one who could
do we time favor to give any information
on the ;subject.
Col. Wood wartl captured my command
in fair tight in a desperate engagement.
I %YRS badly wounded and was treated
with great kindness and humanity by
Col. Woodward and his men after the
fight.
I have heard that Col Woodward
was killed in the service and that Is the
reeson I address this letter to any re-
latives or (Mende of hie. I am
Very Respectfully,
M. C. Correrrrr,
Late Capt. Co. E. 37th Ind, Infantry.
A Peep at the quick Steppers That
are There.
Thursday morning a Nsw Else man
in company with several gentlemen
largely interested in the Driving Park
visited the stables and grounds. There
is not a prettier or faster haif mile track
in the South than this, which has been
made so at a great expenditure on the
part of the association. The grounds
are systematically arranged and well
kept. The stables are divided into large
comfortable stalls. A visitor Is at once
stritch with the neatness and system
which prevail,. around the stables.
Mr. P. 11. MeN any, one of the most
skillful trainers in the state, has charge
of the grounds. He has the track work-
ed daily, Mr. McNany showed the re-
porter through the $tables,:poltiting out
every animal's good points, giving ped-
igree, etc. Following le a partial.list of
horses now in traluing at the park :
Retort,:bay stallion, # years old, prop-
erty o( Mrs. Noe Lillis. This Is one of
the finest animals in the state and the
late Noe Dills a short tluie prior to iiis
death refused $5,000 for hlm.
Cleveland, bay colt, 2 yeare old, prop-
erty of W. E. Ragsdale.
Alice Cheatham, sorrel filly, 4 years
old, property of Wm, Jessup. This is
one of the fastest animals on the grotinda.
Headlight, bay filly, 4 years old,
property of Wm. Jesaup.
Kate Castieton, bay mare, 6 years
old property of J. B. Ray.
Two yearling colts, property of Mrs.
Dills.
Judge Grace-this is the splendid
pacer mentioned in the Nita, Ea• sever-
al weeks since.
Annie Dictator, bay filly, property
of R. H. Holland. This is a well bred
finites) sn4 one of the most promising
two-year-01de in the stables.
M. E. M., hay filly, 3 years old, prop-
erty of 1'. li. MeNany.
Collector, bay colt, years old
property of W. E. Ragsdale. This is
the etiluial recently purchased by Mr.
Ragsdale at the Kitson sale. He Is a
magaltileent cult and will make a record.
Withers, bay colt, 2 years old, prop-
erty of R. B. Withers. This is of fine a
piece of home desh as was ever seen in
Christian county. Ile is unusually fast.
Senator Updegraff, bay colt, 4 years
old, property of Withers and Willie.
Legate, sorrel colt, 2 ye,ars old, prop-
erty of R. II. Holland. This colt makes
up in speed what he lacks in size.
Bonny Hambletonlan, chestnut sor-
rel, 3 years old, property of C. II. Jar-
rett. This is undoubtedly the handsom-
eel animal at the park. Ile stands about
16,L,, hands high and is well made.
Semicolon, sterrel colt, years old,
property of Mrs. N; e Dills.
Hambletonlan, bay colt, 3 years old
property of Teudy Bros, Tide is a,
well bred, handsome horse au 1 iii said to
be a quick stepper.
There is not oue animal In the above
list that het far above ordinary, and
unlessewe are very much mistaken many
of them will Le heard from. Several
horses from a distance will arrive in a
few days to be put in training prepara-
tory to the races. The aesociation is
making extenerve preparetions for the
fall meeting whic4i will be the most suc-
cessful affeir of its kind in southern
Kentucky.
The Col's. Nerve (I).
Courier-Journal.
Col. Horner Prince, of the Hopkine-
ville NEW ERA, hail heen explor-
ing a cave in the southern part of
Christian county long reported to be
haunted, and which no man has in re-
cent years had the hardihood to enter.
Of course, in the furthermost recesses of
the damp and noisome hole, part of
which was the work of natiire and part
hewn out of the solid rock by old-time
marauders,he discovered a heap of hones,
among them the skeleton of a large-sized
marl. It took considerable courage to
venture into the uncanny spot, but Col.
Prince hu been fearlessly stalking
through the dark and unwholesome
windings of the'Republican machine in
Christian county, exposing Re Iniquity
and spreading terror among its adhe-
rents, till lila nerve is equal to any un-
dertaking.
The Doctor Denies It.
I t was rumored in the vicisity of Pem-
broke Monday morning that Dr. Rod-
man had been killed by an inmate of the
asylum. An over credulous gentleman
of that place even went so far as to die-
patch to a citizen here for the truth of
the matter. The contemptible liar who
originated tide is doubtlese the same
party who several weeks since circu-
lated the report throughout sauth Chris-
tian to the effect that the banks of this
city had been robbed and the cashier'.
and cfticere murdered. He would not
be worthy of notice but for the fact that
the victim of his malice or alleged wit
Is a man in whom the public ia inter-
ested. Dr. Rodman was seen by a NeNs
ERA man Monday and he indignantly
denies that he was killed. He says if
anyone did kill him lie did so without
his knowledge or coneent. The reporter
inferred that somebody would be killed if
Dr. Rodnaan could find out who con-
ceived and put forth that lie.
Reports Wanted.
The NeW Etta would like a report
from every thresherman in the county
as to the number of bushels of wheat he
threshed during the season. If any one
living out of the county hae done work
within it, they will also send in their
reports. Pleaae attend to this at once.
"Mr. Meeson's Will."
The first installment of this exceeding-
ly 'Interesting story appears :in to-
day's Wince te and Siturday'e Issue of
the Tai-Weeety, fourth page. There-
after it will appear regularly on these
days.
The above letter wail received Wednes-
day by Dr. B. Garner, who gave it
to Us with the request to publith it,
thinking that some one of the survivors
of Wood ward'sSecond Kentucky Cavalry
might be in poesession of Information
which will lead to the recovery of Capt.
Connett'e sword.
Capt. Connett expresses a desire to
know something further of the gallant
Colonel Woodward, of whom, as may be
seen, lie speaks in high terms.
But Ilttle Is known of Tom Woodward's
early life. Ile came to this county
several years prior to time outbreak of
the civil war from New Haven, Conn.
He was a cadet from the military aca-
demy at West Point and while at home
on a leave of abeence became involved in
a difficulty for which lie was ()rued to
leave, comitig to lientucky. Ile taught
school for some time in title coenty and
his old pupils speak of him with the
greatest affection. He had many friends
among the young men of Ilopkinsville
and Chrietian county, who with hut few
exceptions enlisted ender him In the
Confederate service, Ho was a man of
very peculiar and eceent,riu habits a cloee
student and a brilliant scholar. Out
door exercises and athletic amusements
had a fascination for him. lie contri-
buted often to the press, and hie writings
indloate that he would have made him-
self known In the field of letters If he
lied not been called to the field of battle.
Several years ago Hon. Austin Puy
while a giember of the upper branch of
the k:entucky legisletoee, contributed to
the Courlerolournal a /bort sketch of
Woodward's Second Eentucky Cavalry
which Is represented hy .1no. Linde-
ley In his "Military Annels of Ten-
ileums."
From this sketch we take the follow-
leg extract relative to the engage-
ment in which Capt. Connett's regiment
was captured :
"4t Huey's bridge the First Kentucky
and some enfillsenlee or the Niglith
Texas, charged a Federal regiment in-
trenched in camp and killed and
t..aptured every man of them, but with
fearful loge of life among Its ()Mem and
men." It was in this engagement that
the gallant Jim Nelson, brother of Mr
M. II. Nelson, of this city, lost ids life
His company was filing through a gap
in fence in the face of • murderous tire
from the Federat 111110 when lie fell.
Several other brave boys from Chrhalan
were killed in this engagement.
Pye, Diekeu Well.
The firm of l'ye Walton has sold out
to Messrs, John l'ye, S. R. DIcken and
J. '1'. Wall, who will tontinue the busi-
nee under the firm Elaine of l'y e, Dick-
en & Wall. They will wove out of the
old stand into the room next door,whicit
is No. 4, and adjoining the Bank of
Hopkinsville. They will add to the
present stock a full line of boots and
shoes and will carry In stock ell that
male person can wear.
Capt. John Pye la well-known here
as a live, tellable merchant. Mr. Dick-
en coulee from Fairview %here he hes
been in business for five years. Mr.
Wall was in businese at Caledonia for
eleven years and was alao a member of
the firm of Hammond de Wall, at Pee
Dee. They are all energetic and en-
terprieing heftiness men and will make
things "hum" in their line,
Mr. Walton will return to Bowling
Green, very much to the regret of a
large circle of friends whom he and his
accomplished wife have made In their
year's sojourn in this city.
The Dance at the Armory
rues lay night wee q lite well at,
tended and one of the most eejoyable of
the seaeon. Many pretty costumes
were noticed, and quite a number of
new faces. Owing to the late hour ot
beginning, the program wu not finielied,
but the fun was kept up till everybody
was fagged. Those preeent were Misses
Richards and Erhart, Pittsburg, Pis,
Misses Stratton and smith, Nasiliville,
Tenn., Miss Willis, Louisville, Misses
Rosa Steinhagen, Mary Clark, Frank
Campbell, Mai Fuqua, Lulu Winfree,
Porter Lowry, Mary and Willie Rad-
ford, Edith and Bettie Boulware, Bessie
Burnett, Etta Greenwood, Lucy
McDeniel, Messrs. Walter Campbell,
oewin Steinliagen, Will and Bryan
Hopper, C. K. Wyly, John Burnett,
Emuilt Cooper, Cyrus Radford, Harr}
Tandy, W. Smith, Ben Campbell, Jouett
Henry, Harry and Jim Ware, Geo and
John Campbell, Jas. Cooper, R. Glenn,
Harry Bryan, Will McDonald, E G.
Lewis, A. Boales, II. Harrison, Mr. and
Mrs. Bailey Richards, Mr. and Mrs. Ike
Burnett.
Ost of the Whole Cloth.
The Louisville & Nashville railroad
to-day bought the Ohio Valley. railroad
which leads from Henderson to Prince-
ton, Ky., arid this will at once be an-
nexed to the Princeton et Clarksville
branch, thins giving this city • through
line to Ilenderson.-Clarksville Demo-
crat.
The New ER• would like to know
the Democrat's authority for making
this statement. Your adviser was ill-
advieed, neighhor, for the L. et. N. hae
done no such thing; at least ite vice-
president is not aware of any such pur-
chase, Rs the following telegram In
answer to one sent from this office will
show :
1.0Pfeeff.7.11,K Y , Aug 2s -1( UCK Y
N Kw Ere• : So far H8 I am advised thie




To nome of the old friends arid sub-
scribere of the Nave ERA Who are not
now on the list we und a "sample copy"
of this Issue. 'l'o them we desire to say
"come back and go with us, and you'll
find I.18 better than we've ever been."
We also suggest to all that our big pre-
mium distribution comes off Oct. 6th,
and now is a good time to begin to take
the New Etta, and get a chance at our
handsome premiums.
Lou CABINS were strong-
holds of love, content-
ment, health arid happl-
nears Coon skins were
nailed to the door and they
were the happy homes of
strong, healthy, noble
men arid women. The
simple but effective remedies wide!' car-
ried them to green old age are now re-
produced In Warner's 'Tippecanoe,"
and Warner's Log Cabin Sarsaparilla
and other Log Cobin Remedies.
RAILROAD MATTERS.
Col. Clark, Discourses on the K. T.-
Abe motley on the C. k C. O.
Apropc e of the receet exciteineut in
rslIrJadi virclee, a NKR' ERA HMI Thurs-
day kiwi vlewed Cid. A. H. Clark, attor-
ney of tl,i3 proposed Kentuck• A Ten-
nessee rellroad, relative to the plane and
purpomea of this t•Oinpany. Col. Clark
was Ill "trim" for being 111 ervieweil
and didn't give the reporter time to
-harpen his pencil and open his note
book before lie commenced:
"Yea,sir, the contract has been agreed
upon and forwarded to Chicago arid be-
ing uttingned is of matte eueject to re-
vision or modification. Its media feature
I can tell you. We propose to build •
railroad from Hopkinsville north to
some point On the C. tif 0 , in the direc-
tion of Sbewne.etown, south
front Hopkinevilic to e pOillt. 011 the
Keutlicky 'I einiessee line, the work
to be commenced as soon as practicable
after the money has beeti voted. As
soon as this work shall have been com-
pleted we propou to make arrarigensents
for the extension of the road to Shaw-
neetown, Ill. he charter of the Ken-
tucky & Tennessee confines our oper-
ations to Kentucky. It 18 our purpose,
however, and the purpose of the syndi-
cate which is backing us to make this
road a connecting link of a grand trunk
line froin Chicago to the Gulf of Mexico.
By the time our road is completed to
Shawneetown the syndicate will have
secured a continitone line of road
from Shawneetown to Chicago.
Mr. Couter is now at Sheffield and
Birmingham perfecting arrangements
fur the extension in the direction of the
Guif$Vilat amottut .do you propose to
nek of the people of Christian county ?"
"We expect to ask the people of
Christian county for a subscription to
our capital stook of $250,000, to be paid
in county bonds In the usual way that
such subsidies are paid. If the county
votes us the money work will begin lin-
uiediately from this point and progress
north and south."
"What about the capital represented
by the Chicago syndicate?"
"I can only Fey thet I know fotir 01
the geittlemen pereonally and the rest
by reputation. The four personally
known to me, three of them count their
wealth ey the million, Two of them
being largely leterested In Cillosgo
manutectures. One of them, a capital.
iet of Chien°, and the fourth, while riot
reputed very wealthy is said to be one
of the moat experieneed railroad men in
the United States. From my knowledge
and information with regard to their
linaucial ability, I believe they could
build the entire road from Chicago hi
the gulf,"
"Is there oily probability 14f the pro-
posed road eventually becoming the
property of the L. & N ?" -
"in the charter which we will ask
from the state of Tennesafte we will In-
sert a provialon that in case any part of
the system ever Conies limier the control
of the L. g N. the rights and propertied
of the road shall revert to the state."
"Will your road go to Clarksville?"
"As to the probability of going to
Clarksville I can not speak advisedly.
Messrs. Couter, Wlleon and teyeelf wet
with a nomlor of the representative
business men of Clerksville several days
ago, and the question of securing a sub-
scription from the people of Clarksville
and Montgomery county wu discussed.
I did not think from tile slight encour-
agement we received that there is any
great probability of the road passing
through that city. The approaches are
very difficult and will rieceesarily in-
volve the expenditure of a great amount
of money. Clarksville Is some twenty
miles out of a dirpct trout Chicago
to the gulf amid while It would ordinari-
ly be a very deelrable point, the rx•
prow end iticotivenienue attending It
are too great unless we are well paid "
csitto • et Mligkl.AND
Mr. II. 11. Aberitetity received a lettei
Wednesday (tom Mr. B. A. Neale, atilt-
big that he was at Kotxville, Tenn.,
forming a conetruetion company. He
will be in Hopkineville about Sept. 7th.
He says that he has made all necessary
arrangetnegui tg plasm bonds, lie urges
Mr. Abernathy to take immediate step
looking to the eubluiesion of a proposi-
tion to the people of Chrietien county.
Mr. Abernathy uttered a New Efts re-
porter that lie would apply to the count)
.court Monday for permiesion to submit
the proposition aud If granted would
submit it to a vote withiu twenty days
thereafter.
This is the proposed road Iron)
Cairo, Ill., to Cumberland Gap, of whicli
we have spoken et length, The projec-
tors of tide enterprise will ask Trigg
county to vote a eulecription of $75,000
and Christian sounty $200,000.
When Justice Did Not Wait Very
Long.
Our poptiler justice, Warren D. Lea-
l+, is "in luck." He purchased one-
twentieth of ticket 71,678 of Tne Louis-
iana State Lottery Company, and at th.
monthly drawing of the company, held
on the 12th , that ticket drew the
(word cepital prize of $100,000. "Yes,"
said the joetice, to-day, June 22, I re
ceived the money by expreess-Baby ion
(N. Y.) Sgnal, June 30.
Cod Liver Oil.
Tobacco Leaf :
Grover opened a new box of salve
on the g. o. p. In the senate, lebried fish
oil.
Dyspepsia. Despair, Death.
These are the actual steps which fol-
low Indigeetion Acker's English Dys-
pepsia Tabirts *III both check end cur;
this most fearful of diseues. Guaran-
teed by II. B. Garner.
Base Ingratitude.
elan or.1 Interior J-urnal.
Joe Mulliatton, who wee electe.I at the
last meeting as an "Orrery member of
the Kentucky Frees Aseociation," estop
near thelleg a watery grave in Green
River laet week, or at least he says he
ile atteinpte I to ford the treacle
eroire stream after a heavy rain. Ili•
horee took friefit at some floating ob-
ject, and in plunging around threw Jot
overboard. Not being able to swim, he
was washed down the current, crying
the while lustily for help. It came in
the shape of a pretty widow, who stuck
out a long pole to the champioli liar.
who was now a detnned moist body, and
tie clutched it in time to eave hie lying
40111 front the perdition teat await Its, it
Ile reperite not the error of els way
Instead of thanking hie savior and pro-
ceedieg on hie journey, he showed the
base ingratitude of !moire by Imme-
diately proposieg to marry the widow,
who is described as fair, fat arid forty,
and well heeled financially. %%edit! not
hear her &newer, but if ehe accepted hie
propoaal ehe will live to regret that acid
the fact that she did not let him drown,
unless she le somewhat of a prevarit•ator
herielf and likes that kind of company.
Their Business Booming.
Probably no one thing has caueed
such a general revival of trade at Harry
B. Garner's City Pharmacy drug store
se their giving away to their crietorners
of so many free trial bottles of Dr.
King'e New Discovery for Consump-
tion. l'heir trade is simply enormous
in thin very valuable article front the
fact that it always cures and never die-
appoints. Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Croup, and all throat and
lung diseues quickly cured. Every
bottle warranted. 50c. and $1.00 per
bottle.
Citizen-Now that pou ere out ef state
prison, Dolphus, what llo you expect to
do for a living? Dolphum-Well, I
dunno quite yet, boss, bet e'pec' I'll
have ter take 'er job wif one of these
trust companies.
1 he Ileotsety A Tennessee.
win. G. Wilton and D. A. Couter, of
Chicago, have been In the city this week
iooking to the submiselon of a railroad
propoeltion to the people. 'rime road is
to be known aft the Kentucky & Termite-
see, and is the same one which has here-
tofore been relerred to in these columns
as the Chicego st Gulf. They propose
to build and equip a road from the Ches-
apeake et Ohio on the north to Dixon,
Tenn., 0:1 tile 60111.11, to he extended on
to both Chicago and the Gulf of Mexico.
They propose to begiri operations at
Hopkinsville and work both we) s at the
same time, as we milleretand it, guaran-
teeing an early completion. They fur-
ther propose to make chid a terminal
point, the base of operations, and to
have their headijuarters in this city.
The contract and proposition in the
rough was drawn up yesterday Eel for-
warded to Chicago for die signitures of
the capitalists backing the enterpriee.
They say they will begin work just as
soon as the subsidy required of us Is
voted. The road will tra-
verse the county from north
to south, a distance of some forty-tive
tuned. Whether it goes through Clarks-
ville depends on her willingness to sub-
scribe $200,000. They 'squire of Chris-
tian county $250,000, to be paid In in-
stallments as each mile is completed.
The New Fes forbears comment until
the propteition complete Is ready for
subinlesion, which they claim will be in
a few days.
That Rarest of Conableatiens.
True delicacy of flavor with true effi-
cacy of action has been obtained in the
famous California liquid fruit remedy,
Syrup of Figs. Its pleasant taste and
beneficial effects have rendered it Im-
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ilama--1.'ountry  llee to 18
liams--sugar-oured  111 to 11,c
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Sides  Bee toll!,
BREAD STUrrii
Patent Flour ,•  46 09 to .
Choice Family  ' 4 50 to ..
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81'0 A R (TRIM-1410i .  II to 13
Shoueiers  V to 94
Breakfast bacon to We
LARD--1 hole* 1.0af  10,4 to
Kegs aid Buckeee 







buckwheat . 5 15 to 4 50
Corn ineel per hundred lbe hotted I 50 to
C01.'24TRY Pit0DUCII.
Berl ga--C hoice countey  15 to
Low grades . . to II
Dairy .. 22 to U
c eaess--taaey cream cheddar.... 124 to IS
Twine  111 to
Young Anterleall  13,4 tO 11
66 to SC
3 40 to 3 00
• to 10
N tO 10




4 71 to 00
4 55 to TS
  4 U to
 I to to $ 75
Skim cheeee .
T•id-ow- per lu .
KOGS—imr dos ...
Itgaisw•e- par lb . -EP
GI/usable-Choice large
Poevrolte -On arrival,
New pitatoos. per barrel . . 1 75 to 2 ub
LI FR STOCK.
Rep,rted by S. Snodgram It Co.. Lire Sh. s
toinuneeion Merchants, Burbon Stock Tanis.
LOui•villd, Aug. 29.—C ATTLII- The market
Is steady for the best quality of butchers'. Com
mon and medium a little firmer.
HOGS-Reorfpla about 1711 head. The market
Is steady at uschanged prices.
Wing, • en L•ens -1 he inarket is Grua on the
best quality of e.spo fat 'limp and lambs, eon-
mon and medium unchanged.
C•rrtig-4,10oeltjtoU°erstAraTI:e.:1..,.. Lee
10 1,u:totalled. .
Light shipping. 1,300 to 1,400 




antes%Good to extra Gees 
isoinueoo aad rough ems 
Best butebern.. 
9 ID to 350
2 St to 11
1 26 to 2 90
Fe. dere ....
I'omm.,11 inedio vet toltelters . SO Se II SS
Thin, noieli steers. poor cows earl
siw ite:divit lwieret. good butchers .... 135 9 64 is: al 761
Bog , hoiee packing and
Fair tu good 'nate-hers, ... .. .. kin. 46 Mis
Leon medium butchers 
scalawaes   1 25 to 26
ellrehit.,penirdg Lambs, Fai$.10 . gOad  '475‘1°°65 Subb
omir.on to medium . .32 0026 to S (7:05
Extra lambs









Our great $10 Sale.,
Ilas Been A 
Big Success!
We will continue it a few days.
REMEMBER,
Choice of—
The large Buick tin- ANY MA 1VS
roof Livery Stable,
stock, harness and ve-
hicles of Tobe Smith,
on Virginia street, also
his dwelling house on
7th, street. Either or
both can be bought
very low on reasonable
terms. The reason for
selling is the ill health
of Mr. Smith.
A fine form for rent for 1888, the N.
B. Edmund@ farm in 1,2 miles of Gilkey
Station in a flue state of Improvement
and is a fine neighborhood.
Apply to Califs Co.
FOR SALE.
A flee Livery Business; brick stable
good stand, stock and vehicles in first-
class condition; at Princeton, KY, a
live and growing toe u.
FOR SALE.
A Todd county farm, 5 miles soutli
of Trenton, Ky., containing acres ;
75 acres In timber; adjoining the land
of Thos. Beasley, dee'd , Bart Tally and
Thos. Webb. This land is located in
the best toba000 and wheat section In
Todd county. Improvementa, a good
barn, stables and tenement houses. We
wish to sell at once and will give a bar-
gain.
We write all classes
of flre and tornado In-
surance and prompt
settlements in case of
loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commis-
sion. Loans negotiated,
houses rented and rents
collected; property list-
ed with us for sale ad-
vertised free of charge
to owner.
Callis
Comeand see what bargains we
you in Cloaks and Jackets.




Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
OVERCOAT





in our house goes for
$7.50.






Heavy Boots and Shoes,lHats, etc.
0101kS, CI 1°0 a S I
can give
We Must Sell Them!
The prices we name will make them go like
a flash. We have a fresh stock of Dry Goods of
all kinds and they
Must be Sold.
Give us a call if you want b3 rgains.
M. Frankel & Sons.
Hukillsvillc High SPihocl.
FOR THE EDUCATION OF YOUNG MEN AND
Boy's.
hemp tion ie eiyeti in Eaelleh, Let in,
Greek, German, Higher Mathematics
Arid Book-keepintr. 'lime next scholeatac
rear will begin Mondey, Atwood 27th,
18ae. For full and definite Information
oldress J . 0. ECRIOCIL, 110pH1118111'
Ky.
CRAB ORCHARD SPRINGS.
REDUCED RATES FOR 1888.
Board $2 per Day. $10 to 14 per Week
Braes and string band in attendance during
season.
For eir. oleo's addrees
Trios! AN Ns e DIA.., Manager, Crab I rimed







By •Irl lie of a Ju.lgunent and oisler of Sale of
the lirodian tircuit Court, rendered at On
Sept. term thereof, WC. in the above cati-e, I
shall proeee.1 to offer for sale at the Court house
door. in Hopkins% ille, K y., to the highest 1,1.1 -
der, at Public Auction, on
Monday the 3rd Day of September, 1888.
at II feelo,k, a. m. or therealsme (being County
Oourt .las • tip In a credit of 11 months. the fol
.keicrileel property, to wit: f land
kuown as the
BRICK DWRI,I,ING MOUSE
end lot, known as the Slaughter place, mitueted
on the Meet side of South Slain street. is Bei-
kinsville, K y and adjoining the lot of E. W
Henderson. said property Ise ine one of bra
loeated and ne.t ile•ii it Mu reeeleto.e • in Ilup
tinny iee,
Or NuMcient thereof to produce the sums of
money so or ered to be monde For the
chase price the purelooer with approved sertty
intuit or Aunties, execute ia,tpl,
interest from the di y of sale tint I paid. and
haying the force an.. effect of II Judgment.




LOUISVILLE FALL COMMIE JUBILEE.
Reduced Rates from All Points.
S=1:3=1\,(E3=17?, 5,
Great Industrial Parade
EXHIBITING EVERY BRANCH OF COHNERCE AND MANCFACTCRE.
SEPTEMbER 7,
MILITARY AND CIVIC FLAMBEAU PARADE.
SEPTEN113ER, 10 to 29_,
MUSICAL AND FLORAL CARNIVAL,
IN THE EXPOSITION BUILDING.
SEPTEMBER 18,
Commercial Travelers' Parade
1,000 Drummers, giving a Graphic Illustration of Ancient and
illodern Methods of Travel.
Sl="1'1,GCJ31R, 19,
PARADE 5,000 KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
S===1,1131R., 20,
Magnificent Spectacular Pageant of the
SATELLITES OF MERCURY.
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Wow Era Printing end Publish ng Co.
nee reit 'moose, Press
It A YEAR.
Xiotereid at the PostoMee in Hopkinsville as
soeond class matter.
FRIDAY, A1JGUST 31, I.
To Subscribers.
The date with your
name printed on the
margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will, be
stopped on the lst day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
AD o me anb t orittg.
Mr. John Mooeley has gone to Dawson.
Austin D Hicks spent Sunday in Nashville.
Jno. Dalin, of Crofton spent Tuesday in the
oity.
Mow Willie KIWI left Saturday morning for
Airv law.
Ilerman Cox and Joe Snell spent Sunday at
ialubris.
Porter Payton, of St. Elmo, was in town
Wednesday
J. W. McCAishan, of St., KInto, was is 
the
lily Tuesday.
Mimes Cannon, of Pembroke, were in t
he
iity Wednewlay.
Mr Tom Jones left last night for New Yo
rk
io buy fall goods.
Miss Dewy Wood has returned from a month
's
itoj,urn at Dawson.
Mrs. John W. Payne is on a visit to relatives
it Nashville, Tenn
Mrs. A melte It nitsay, of Cadiz. visited frien
ds
in tie'etty this week.
Innis Solomon Is quite sick at Isis residence
Hi North llai• street.
Mimes Cisme as I Naomi Jones, of Pembroke,
'pest Wedsmoday la the city.
Mille Maine Boon. of Elkton. la flailing 
her
Me'lle. Mts. Cri. lielleynoide.
Miro Maggio sad Arnie Preset me • issue.
relatives Imilf IC beilirlheim, tom.
If A. 0 lib* left ileatikt 10} ihs SisisfS
PHI% WIIIMP 130 alli hill Ma WI Om*
If. Vli livilefit Mot rem, Jame", haat an
1111%0 lade lei raleseitai Witellife ielle •
lessees/um I miaow; If, Iltiff NMI Isas pees
0 blab IPsteellis wiliest iii IllaphiassIlle
Miss Leis illowise, es ffeeams manly, Is ama-
ss Mies Dena Coothees Virginia street.
ler. said Mrs. Gab and Mrs. Tern Joese are
Wale from a visit to Crittenden Springs.
Mrs. • lex Wartield, of Clarksville is •laiting
he family of her father, Dr B S. Wood.
Col. Joe Snell is over from Nashville this
week. helping Met: it Timothy to take stock
Miss Naimoli and Ma-y Barbour have returned
[ruin a protracted visot to Ceruleas and Cadis.
Mimes Lathe Wooldridge and Mettiar illek-
man have returned from Use Old Point excers-
on
Mr A. W. Pyle has gone to Cincinnati leibuy
foods. He took h s daughter, Miss Lena, with
lint
Misses lila Wilkins. Lillie reicher and Jessie
Wads, or Fairview, are •Isiting Mrs .t. W.
E'llei
p cadet Cyrus Radford, of the Naval Academy
a villein's the family of his father, Mr. W. T.
tagfori.
H. Frazier left Fri lay for Virginia to meet
gm Fraiier who is returning from a pro-
racted flan
Misses Helen Yancey and Nellie Long are
ranting Mrs. Sallie Ralston, of the Antioch
wighborbcoel.
Cadiz Telephone: Misses Nasal. and..klary
'athirst:, of Hopkineville, are visiting Miss
tobble Watioa e
Miss Hattie Neat, . ho has been • isiting Col
1. D. Brown's, returned Tuesday menthol, to
er home near New Albany. Ind.
Charlie Meacham and family. Jim Hays •ad
amity, and Henry Tandy are expected from
:alders's' this evening alt o'clock.
Mrs li. J. boomer and Kiss Satontie Wheeler.
ecompanted by Mr. Lather Benison. butt for
'rineeton. Ky Tuesday mernisg. for a short
Mit
Miss 'Erhart, of Indiana Pa., and Miss Rich-
ads, of Allegheny City, who have heels flattisg
newish' this shy, rttarned home this morn-
ing.
Park City Times: Mum Maud Thompsoa,
rho has been visitiag the family of Mr. Rich-
ril Carter. left for her home la Hopkinsville
fonday.
Mrs. R. I t heater, who has been on. flan
o her sister,Mrs. Jona W. Payne, for a couple
f weeks, retuned to her home at Jacksoo,
7enn. Wednesday.
Oweneboro Inquirer; Saturday: Mr. Will
Eagles left to-day for Hopkinaville to attend
Major Voirrell's school Maj J Q. Bran-
um left to-day tor aweek's stay at his bowie in
lopkiesvolle Mr. J C. Vilma and daughter.
liss Jennie, left this afternoon for Hopkins-
iJe.
Raees at the Park.
At the Driving Park to-morrow after-
ioon there will be three races; two trote
nd a pace. Everybody should come
,ut and see the fun. Admission elects.;
"dies free. • P. H. McN•xer.
—_
Took Yea for a Seeker, Leviag.
Kum Progreso.
Our neighbors over at Ilopkinsville
ire getting on the "high moral" plane
eretty fast. When it comes to refusing
o shave a man on Sunday and then
urning around and charging the same
ndividual $2 a day for board and $3.50
Or livery, we begin to read that book on
'Consistency" again.
Marriage Licenses.
Jno. M. Gibson to Jane Hammonds.
W. W. Ralston to Mrs. S. Wolf.
C. E. Taney to Mettle Campbell.
Milton Williams to Minnie Blaniten-
hip.
coLORXD.
Chu. Smith to Sarah Tuggle.
Chas. Glue to Kate Bronaugh.
__—_-....- ...
Chas. Meacham' Coming Home.
Tu. Nsw ER• is in receipt of the
ollowing:
SAN DIROco, C•L., Aug. leth.—Upoo
receipt of this, please change my paper
A Hopkinsville, as I will reach borne on
the 30th, last. Mr. J. D. Hays and
'amity and Henry Tandy will also arrive
an the same train. 1 learn that there
vas a report circulated there that I had
been delionely ill. It Was a mistake
My heelth is ranch improved and I have
e•ieed lye pounds of flesh and feel




amid Make Cisehmatt Ramp Herself.
:•ion Local .
The New Lae deplores the condition
If transportation means in Hopkins-
elle, snd lays that splendid little
ity's slow movements to this state
If affairs. Hopkinsville is one of the
rest points in western or southern Ken-
ncky, and its railroad facilities being of
he nature they are is all that has pre-
rented it from heading off Owensboro,
lienderdon, Paducah, and all the rest.
,f it had the Ohio river to back it, it




'Phis celebrated temperance lecturer
was greeted with • very large and ap-
orectative audience at the court house
lunday night. About half of the audi-
ince were ladies. Mr. Bensoalee lecture
was something aside from the usual
eereotyped temperate,* oration and his
•ecital of hie own experience with the
'demon rum," was highly dramatic.
Fie related many touching end pathetic
lacklenta that had conic under his ob-
ervation. Ile is intensely earnest and
,his lends mach weight to laid words.
ehe audience was well pleased and quite
willing to overlook many incorieleten-
les. Mr Benson lectured at the court
loupe again Monday night to * large







Little Grave, son of Dr. W. 0. Brewer,
who had hie arm broken and dislocated
last Monday, is rapidly improving.
A dog belonging to C. K. Grundy
showed decided symptoms of hydropho-
bia Wednesday and was promptly killed.
Miss Green Henry very pleautantly en-
tertained a few of her friends Friday
evening at her home on the Nashville
road.
On the evening of Saturday, Sept.
8th, three races will take place at the
Driving Park. Further particulars will
be given later.
Misses Dovie Anderson, Notate Brewer
and several other teachers, left on the 10
o'clock train Friday for Crofton to at-
tend the teachers meeting to-day.
There will be a grand gathering 01
Democracy in Paducah, September 5th.
Clubs front all over the district will be
present. Christian county should nut
lag behind in the good work.
Wm. Gill, • worthy colored bather,
while sporting with a colored triend
named Meriwesther Wednesday morn-
ing was tripped and falling upon the
curb fractured his left leg just above
the ankle. The injury is very painful.
Henderson News A superstitious
subscriber, who found a spider in his
paper, wants to know if it's a bad omen.
Nothing of the kind. The spider was
merely looking over the columns of the
paper to see what merchants were not
advertising, so that it could spin its web
across his store door and be tree from
disturbance.
Allred Gant, the colored engineer of
the Metcalfe Manufacturing Company,
was found dead In front of the engine
Monday morning by an employer of the
company. His body .W116 still warm,
showing that he had been deed but a
few minutes The coroner was soon
upon the spot and summoned a jury
from among bystanders. "Came to his
death of heart disease" was the verdict.
It was proved that he had several at-
tacks of heart disease prior to his death.
He was a good, worthy and reliable
negro and respected by black and white.
The case of the Commonwealth against
Miles G. Radford was concluded at Ca-
diz Thursday, the jury returning a ver-
dict of manslaughter and fixing the
term of imptisonment at twenty-one
years. The readers of the New Kits are
familiar with the history of this celebra-
tes! case. M. G. Radford is one of the
oldest eitetene of.this euUnty. He ob-
tained a change of venue and took hie
ease In Cadi. ThIsi Is ilia third tune
that the elle her been eubtbilted 10 a
tig teltlelf Meet v The BM IMO 1110
Joey M101110 AVOW Ili I 1110 emestiii
be wee senteneed pi aevuitteeft year. Iii
the Mete prlaon. Muii Is the uncertain,
ty at Juries.
John Yocum Is It hie old tricks again,
The Owensboro Inquirer says that the
Whiteaville mail carrier Tuesday morn-
ing was the bearer of an earnest request
to the sheriff of Devisee county from
the people who live near John Yocum's
home, for an officer to conic out there
and arrest that distinguished and disor-
derly lunatic. Yocum tramped all the
way from Hopkinsville to his old haunts,
where he has now put In an appearance
and resumed his old practice of terroriz-
ing the community. The sheriff has DO
writ under which to arrest him. Agents
of the asylum were there a few days ago
to catch Yocum and may be in the
county yet, waiting for him to show
himself. The officers say that Yocum
has friends who help him to hide and
make it very difficult and dangerous for
them to try to capture him.
While the city council is making ex-
tensive improvements upon Main and
other streets, it should not forget Sev-
enth. This is one of the principle thor-
oughfares °I the city as the council well
knows. The citizens who reside upon
this street and pay taxes into the city
treasury are surely entitled to some re-
turn. A part of the money which is
their own should be expended for their
convenience. The condition of Seventh
street from the railroed to Main is de-
plorable. A person is compelled to
drive over It at a snail's gait in order to
save the springs of his vehicle. The
stones with which this portion of Sev-
enth street is macadamized would not
be permitted on a country turnpike. It
I. hoped that the council will remedy
the matter.
Some twenty-five or thirty of our sub-
stantial citizens met in the Commercial
club rooms Friday afternoon to discuss
the feasibility of organizing a tobacco
manufacturing company to operate in
this city. Plans were discussed and a
committee appointed to solicit subderip-
tions. A great many expressed a will-
ingness to invest, one gentleman offer-
ing to place $10,000 of the stock. It is
expected that $104,000 will be raised and
manufacturing entered on a large scale.
It is sincerely to be hoped that the Com-
mercial club and the originators of the
enterprise will be successful In this
matter, as a manufactory of that nature
would be of great benefit to the city. It
would unquestionably be a paying in-
vestment, too, as the tobacco can be
bought right here in the city, which
would do away with the expense of
shipping ated reshipping incurred by
foreign manufacturers. Another meet-
ing will be held Tuesday morn-
ing at CP o'clock at the club rooms.
The Pleasure club is one of the most
successful of the many of its kind here-
tofore organized in this city. Every
week a delightful entertainment is
given, about which there is no formality
and stiffness, but congeniality aud en-
joyment. Thursday night the members
were charruingiy entertained at Mr.
Hopper's lovely home. The hosts and
hostesses contributed much to the pleas-
ure of the evening by their constant and
watchful attention. The refreshment
tables were beautifully and artistically
decorated with flowers and fruits of va-
rious kinds. Those in attendance were:
Misses Birdie Willis, Edith Boulware,
Mary Green, Mary Clark, Bettie Bout-
ware, Kate Alves, Susie Stites, Mabel
Dodd, Green Henry, Virginia Dade,
Genivieve A role/non, Rosa Steinhagen,
Cora Petree, Mary Belle Mercer, Mai
Fuqua and Messrs Sam Mercer, Harry
Bryan, Tom Dade, John Burnett, Chia.
Anderson, Walton Bryan, Rudolph and
Oswin Steinhagen, Frank Bell, John
Lipscomb, Clifton Ferrell, Kit Wyly,
Homer Prince, Livy Buckner, Jouett
Henry, Will McDonald, Frank Stites,
Lute Petree, Harry Tandy, Walter
Campbell, Herman, Gershato ans Alex
Cox.
The citizens of this city were shocked
on Thursday afternoon when informed
that Capt. H. G. Abernathy, one of
Hopkinsville's most prominent lewdness
men, was dead, having breathed his !set
at his residence on Ninth street about
twelve o'clock that day. Capt. Aber-
nathy was born In Brunswick county,
Virginia, in 1814, and was 64 years of
age on the 30th of last April. He came
to Kentucky whim quite a youth, and
was the first man to open a tobacco ware-
house in Hopkinsville. He was a prom-
inent member of the Baptist chuich, in
which he was an officer. Ile leaves
one son, Henry H. Abernathy,
who is Grand Chancellor of the state
lodge of Knights of Pythias, and also an
Influential member of the Commercial
club of this city. Ile also leaves an
adopte1 daughter, Miss Mamie Barnes,
a young isey well known in Hopkins-
yule. No death in years In this
city pa., caused more genuine grief
among all chews of people. Capt. Ab
ernathy had for some time past been an
!eyelid, suffering intensely (ream rheu-
midget. 'Flue funeral took plat* at the
Baptist church at 3 ()Vogel Friday after-
noon, anal a long prg Wei ion fir irien
followed the remains to the city ceme-
tery.
A Hotel Company has been organized
In Trenton with an authorized capital
of $12,000.
The young ladies of ilopkingo a-e
now a filleted with the craze for hot se-
back riding.
Arratigeruenta are being made for an
excursion from Clarksville to the Mam-
moth Cave on September 27th.
1'heat has made a decided advance
and We would advise farmers who can
attend to do so to hold their crop.
A communication from Fruit 11111,
signed "Mac," falls to appear as it Was
not accompanied by the writer's name.
A supposed burglar attempted to
break into the reeitience of Mr. Geo.
Long, Sunday night, but was frightened
away.
Henry Drexler was tined $1 and coat
before the city court Monday for using
insulting language to Max Meyer, his
neighbor.
Messrs. Natice et Bins' dour mill, at
l'ee Dee, is nearly completed and when
done will be one of the finest mills in
Kentucky.
Rev. S. F. Gibb preached one of his
best sermons% yesterday on the progres-
sive nature of Christianity. Those who
failed to hear him missed a rich lesson.
Mr. R. H. Holland left Monday to at-
tend the fairs at Shakertown, III., and
Terre Haute, Ind. He will tell the boys
about our meeting mid "don't you tor-
get it."
Alex Lovier and Ed Goullot were
tried before Judge Winfree Saturday
charged with reckless shooting. The
former was fined $5,00 and the latter
$25,00.
D..puty Marshal Tutu Greer is it holy
terror t revenue law violators, lie
arrested some five or six in Owensboro
this week, and wasn't in good trim
either.
The public PC110012 Will begin next
Monday. Many improvenreets have
been made upen the building during
vacation with a view to the comfort of
the children.
The Cadiz Telephone very kindly
wipes up the ground with the Princeton
liar who started the report that two of
our betake had been robbed and the
cashiers killed.
The tiagstsff on the cupalo or the city
hall is enough to make • nervous man
very tired. Won't some one of our en-
terpfleIng councilmen please climb up
and straighten It,
The Wonaiim (Amity Aeitheletillii Iles
OW.In MUM 1,1111411 its fir. Nesbitt
Yoko, who kindly Owed Wolf
pufersional orrylees al the disposal of
the nativists Oche aseouistion,
Meek Rivas will take 4 poaltIon with
D. H. Baldwin et Clete musical instru-
ment house, at an early date. Mack is
an industrious and worthy young man
and has many friends in this city.
The cream of the news from neigh-
boring counties can be found under the
head of "Neighborhood Notes." Espe-
cial attention is given this department
and nothing of interest ever escapes.
In another column we publish a very
entertaining description of a tour
through the Tennessee Mountains. It
is from the pen of one of HopkInevIlle's
brightest amid most gifted young men.
A man named Henry Glaser° was
arrested in Guthrie a few days since
who was a walking saloon. Ile had
five bottles a glass, and a half dozen
dozen youi g g bloods about his person.
The New York Engineering News
says T. S. Guthrie lites been appointed
chief train dispatcher on the St. Louis
Division of the L. at N. railroad and '1'.
W. Wilde has been appointed master of
trains on the same division.
Wednesday night a bold burglar ef-
fected an entrance into the grocery es.
tablishment of J. G. Hord, on Virginia
street, by cutting a large"elice" out of
the plate glass window at the front.
Seventy-five cents in small change was
about all that was missed.
The next st•holaetic year of the Ilop-
kinsville High Schools begins Monday,
August 27th. This institution has never
fallen from its high standard and will In
the future as it has been in the past be
one of the most thorough schools in the
south for young men and boss.
At the fair grounds in Owensboro a
young white boy named Jas. Mercer,
shot and fatally wounded a young negro
who attacked him with a club. The
negro first struck a little brother of
Mercer's and on being remonstrated with
by James attacked him and was shot.
The examining trial of Quint Tyler
was held before Judge Brasher, Friday,
the defendant's attorney objecting to
Judge Winfree. He was held over to
circuit court under a bond of $250, fail-
ing to give which he was sent back to
jail. Ed Hawley, his victim, appeared
as a witness against him.
The brick work on the new Universa-
list church is now begun, and will be
vigorously putdied to completion. Per-
sons who have subscribed to title worthy
enterprise will confer a favor by calling
and paying their subecriptions in full or
in part, as the'work is to be paid for as
It progresses. Pierce Renshaw is the
treasurer.
Russellville Herald: It has been re-
ported that Judge Bowden has perma-
nently located In Louisville. This is
not true. We are informed that wi.ile
hie family may remain there during the
remainder of his term, or a part of it at
least, it is merely a temporary residence
for particular purposes, and that after
his term is over he expects to resume
the practice of law at Russellville.
Col. Thos. L. Metcalfe left last night
for Columbus, Ohio, where lie gees to
prepare the exhibit of the Michigan
Carbon works at the Centennial Expo-
sition. Col. Metcalfe hiss prepared this
exhibit several times before on similar
°evasions and is an expert at the busl•
nesa. While away this time lie will
in ske a tow through the:prIncipal cities
of the west looking after the advertieleg
interest of the Progressive Age.
Mr. D. F. Smithson celebrated his
fortieth anniversary of birth last Thurs-
day evening. A delightful evening was
spent and Mr. Smithson warmly con-
gratulated by his friends. Refreshments
were served. The following friends
were present to wish him many returns:
B. S. Campbell, E. II. hopper, John
Orr, Torn Long, Clarence A nderaon,
Prof. Scoerey, Judge IV infree, Dr.
Armistead and Dr. Sergeant.
Tee Cadiz Telephone says It made a
mistake last week in its article on the
Cairo I Cumberland Gap railroad. It
Intended to say that the survey had been
made between Cairo and Mayfield, that
the line was a good one, and that it
would cost about $15,000 a mile to build
and equip it, not that the bonds of the
company bad been or were to be sold for
$15,000 a mile all the way through. The
Telephone comments very favorably on
the road and advises the people of Trigg
to do everything in their power to se-
cure it.
W. T. Clark, of Fairview, came into
the city Saturday anti had Judge Win-
free issue a warrant for the arrest of J.
W. Yancey, a wealthy end respetable
man of that vicinity, charging illut with
assaulting lilA (Clark's) wife. Monday
Mr. Yancey came into the city and sur-
rendered himself, lie denies the charge
anti Online that it 1. a conspiracy OD the
part gaf Clark end his • ife to extort
money from him. I holt tells a very
diegaistitig.ttore seout the Metter. Yan-
cey's trial is set for Saturday before
Eq. Fritz, at Fairview.
PREFERRED LOCALSGo to A. G. Bush for boots and shoes
and save money.
Chas. Anderson hiss been wattle 'lick
for several dais put.
at COST at N. It Shyer*, ULT. Ninth
/01t B•160•11.161 111 littflleild alit! Saddle- and Main street.
ry go to John W Puff.
GOOD Pula:az—Near wen), 60 cts.
per week. Jno. P. Campbell; Jr.
Yoe Saes—Jersey cow with second
heifer calf. Apply to Jno. Young.
Mrs. P. C. Richardson will resume
dress-making September let, over Bas-
sett & Co.
Farmers should taste the steady ad-
vance of wheat as shown in our market
reports.
There were dancea at both Treeton
and Julian Tueetiay night. They were
largely attended and enjoyed.
Mrsic.—Mrs. J. M. Dennis will give
lessons in vocal and instrumental music
at her residence on Sixth street.
The young ladies are respectfully in-
foamed that Mr. [Sicken, of the new
nun of l'ye, DIcken at Wall, is not
married. •
Miss Flora Trice entertained her Sun-
day school class Tuesday night at the
beautiful residence of her father on
south Main street.
J. G. Metcalfe, late general superin-
tendent of the St. Louis division, has
been appointed to the same positron on
the north and south division of the L.
tt N.
Judge McCarron is gathering statis-
tics and will represent the Hopkinsville
Commercial club In • speech at the in-
dustrial celebration in Louisville next
week.
Rev. Horatio Fleming, of Midway,
who has recently been elected to a chair
in the faculty of South Kentucky col-
lege, preached at the Christian church
Sunday.
Mr. J. C. Burba, after a lodg and lin-
gering illness and great physical suffer-
ing, died Friday night at his' residence
on Jesup Avenue. His death is a mat-
ter of geileral regret.
The members of Green river Lodge
1. 0. 0. F., of tills city, are earnestly
requested to attend the regular meeting
Friday night, 31st inst. Important bus-
hier* will be considered.
Tucker and Doseett, the two Todd
county rtiffians who were placed upon
the chitin gaiig for disturbing public
worship some time Since, were taken to
their native county Monday to answer
for itiletlemeanore,
O. W., IL lei Ind A, is Wastrel liave
tonight ma P. W. lifaaltrf, at (Amity,
moil will onioluoi a aalltsfal itiefoliandise
elore 1111,1161 Ike Ilfoi woe of Winfree
tiros, They are wiiieiswebe hioine«.
men mot will do a good business,
(.14rissetile Tobsceo Leaf : Emmett G.
Logan, editor of the Louisville Times,
passed through the city last Saturday,
en route to south Christian to visit his
brother, Ben I.ogan, who has been very
111 for some weeks.
FOR Sees—My resident* on Campbell
street—one and one-half story brick—
six rooms and kitchen and two servant's
rooms—good cistern—large garden, sta-
ble and stable lot. One-third cash, bal-
ance long time. K. G. Smuts, JR.
The case of the commonwealth vs.
Shipp Witty, policeman, charged with
striking and assaulting John Williams,
Oil the 23rd Jut, was tried before Esq.
Tinsley Tuesday and defendant was ac-
quitted.
Why does not the coma have a pave-
ment placed on Ninth street beyond the
college? All of the nemesis' v grading
1126 been done and nothing remeins but
to rg quire the residents of tide portion
of the city to put down a brick pavement
in frort oftheir premises.
W. L. Stevenson, who has been con-
fined to his room for many months of
consueription, died Tuesday eight at his
residence on North Main street. The
funeral services will be held this morn-
ing at the residence at 10 o'clock by Rev
A. C. Biddle. Ititermeht at the city
cemetery.
We hear complaint from citizens liv-
ing in the vicinity of Sharp's field that
boys congregate there every evening
and shoot pistols and guns in the most
reckless manner. This property is with-
in the corporate limits'', d the ordinance
applying to this reckless firing should
be rigidly toaforced.
Henderson Gleaner: Hon. James A.
McKenzie passed through last night for
Campbellsville. Ky., where he will de-
liver a Democratic address on to-mor-
row. fie will go to Indiana on the 10th
and address the Madison people, after
which he will go to Minolta and make
speeches; at Springfield, Bloomington
and other places.
McEirees Wine of Cardui is for sale
















The Princeton correspondent of the
Courier-Journal says : Dr. Clarence
Anderson, a prominent young physician
of Princeton, maks* frequent visits to
Hopkinsville by way of Wallonia. This
Is, however, accounted for by the fact
that all roads. lead to lealionia on the
genial young H. D.I' map of that sec-
tion.
E-q. T. II. Msjor, of Herndon, sent
to the Clarksville 'tobacco heat several
days ago a communication containing
several lines about crops and the balance
about the blessings of a high tariff
Hon. Austin Pray in a subsequent issue
of the same paper takes up the doughty
squire's letter and dissects It with the
skill of an "old band."
George, the little eleven-year-old son
of Mrs. Sallie Wills, living near Pem-
broke, was struck with a base bail bat
Saturday while playing with some coin-
Panions. The blow was on the forehead
anal the little fellow suffered intensely
until Wednesday night when he died
from the heitry. The remains were in-
terred at the family burying ground in
south Christian.
The remains of Mrs. Pendleton,of Pen.-
broke, massed through, the city from
Dewsotiertieedny. Pers. Pendleton had
been in bad health for several months
prior to her death, and had been spend-
ing sonic time at Dawson springs hop-
ing that the water would prove benefi-
cial. She was • lady possessed of many
treite of character, and had a wide cir-
cle of friends who sincerely moan her
loss.
Clarksville Democrat: An attorney's
office on Strawberry street was the cen-
ter of attraction tor news last Saturday
because it was known that a new rail-
road project was there being talked of.
Tile gentlemen closeted together were
D. A. Couter amid W. G. Wilson, of
Chicago, A. fl. Clark, of Hopkineville,
anu Hon. W. H. Danield. The visit-
ing gentlensen called In the interert of a
propeeed new road from Chicago to the
Mex:can gulf, to cruse the °bloat Shaw-
neetos ii anti pass through llopkinsville
and this city. Their talk was strictly
private, and what cameo(' it is aniktiown,
so there is tiO telling whether or not a Than any house
cheap coal scheme will be placed before
the clear people In the near future. side of the Ohio
Flaming Fire la The Velma.
We hold positive proof that Ackee's
Blood Elixir cures all blood
ted -lira tt here cheap panne, end
so celled purifiers fail. Knowing this,
we will sell it to all who call at our store
In a positive guarantee. II. B. Garner.
You can find what you want in Mieee'e
and ehildree'stieltog.I. Sailor, end Here
WE ARE
Making great preparations






Best lump coal free from slack and
impurities, ee, per bushel in yard,
coal houses filled at 10c. per bushel.
E. I.. FOULKS,
14th and R. R. Streets.
You Are all Invited
To Bassett-Ar, Co's. Fall Open-
ing Sept. 15th, 1888.
WANTED!




Show the largest stock ever
brought to this section.
BASSETT & CO.
Jeans, Yarn and Linsey.
We are special agents for 13e/where,
Mill Jeans, Yarn and linseye, the best
goods on earth. See it before buying.
Preset' 20 per cent, lower than inferior
goods are being sold. N. B. slIYER'S,
eeorner Ninth amid Main Street.
WE HAVE
Secured a great many novel-





No. ll 7th Street.
In returning thanks to his numerous
patrons and the public generally for the
support accorded him in the past. F.
1'. Gorman begs to inform them that he
is now receiving and opening his stock
of choice woolens for fall and winter,
and advises an early inspection of the
above goods. Ile begs to draw special
attention to the fact that all work is ex-
ecuted by a staff of first-class workmen,
under his own personal supervision, so
that customers may rely upon getting
first-class tailoring.
Being desirous to retain the confidence
hitherto reposed In him, he is deter-
mine.] to have all orders, entrusted to
hien to be made and trimmed in the very









The entire-stock of Boots and Shoes of
the firm of A C. Shyer tt Co ,have been
moved to our store and are now on sale
at ee price, they are going fast, come
early If you want a first-class article at
its value for thirty days longer.
N. B. SHYER, COR. Ninth and Main et.
We extend our thanks for










ever brought to this city.
Parlor Suits, Chamber Suits
SUIT EVERYBODY.
We want everytesly that conies to
llopkinsville to call at our immense
I urnittire store and tee what we have to




always on hand, ready day or night.
Remember the name and place.
Titordegene & Mc/teems; De.
No. 10 Main Street.
Make a note of the date,
September 15th. 1888- -no-
body should miss our opening.
BASSETT (t, Co.
Main ROM
We are now making room for our
Immense suck of Wraps, which will ar-
rive shortly; in order to place them on
sale we will for the next two weeks let
the balance of our Millinery Stock go
for what it will haring. Come Ladles,
pick the goods and mune your own
price, no reasonable offer will be re-
fumed.
N. B. SHYER, COr. Ninth and Main St
Mrs. R. I. Martin will trim all out
Hate free of cost to purclutser.
I Never Deceive
The people, but mean
what I say. I buy my
goods for cash, pay no
house rent and will sell
Dry Goods, Clothing,















We have purchased the A. C. Shyer & Co. stock in the Glass Corner and must empty it at
once to make room for the fall stock with which we propose to fill it. The time is short and it
must be done quick, and this is the way we propose to do it:
We will offer the stock at as low prices as same goods can be bought anywhere. The
prices are marked in plain figures so that all may see whether they are not cheap. Then we
propose to return to you one-half the money you pay on every article of clothing you buy, or in
other words we propose to sell you clothing for two weeks at just half price. For instance; if
you buy one of our ten dollar suits you pay us but five dollars.
























Don't miss this chance by concluding this is only an advertising trick. It will take but a
few minutes to look over the prices and decide whether or not we mean
Fair and Honest Business.
If we do it will c9rtainly pay you to lay iu a lot of clothing. If not you need not buy and no
harm will be done and we will show you that we can treat you as kindly and courteously if you
do not buy as if you were to purchase a bill of $1,000.
We would have offered these goods at cost, but a smart man once told us that goods at
cost were often the dearest goods that a man could buy. So we have concluded to
SLAP THEM DOWN TO HALF PRICE!
If you conclude our FULL price is not reasonable you need not buy at all, but if our price should
be reasonable then you should not miss the chh.nce that cuts prices in two.
Big Cuts in funishing Goods,
and choice of any stiff hat in the house, including all $2 60, $3 50 and $4 00 hats, for $1 89.
J. H. ANDERSON 14 CO.,
ii-
GLASS CORNERS GLASS CORNER.
Dr. Y0111100'S Electric Oil.
The greatest remedy known for all aches an
pains in nead, back ,Toothaches, etc., fibroma
tom], Neuralgia. Croup. Sprains, Bruises
Frost Baal, Stiff Joints, 1 ontracted Muscles,
,'ti' One half bottle in • pint of warm eater
is a certain cure for Colic in mules and horses.




isi•Ecollic the beet remedy known fur all
impurities of the blood. a certain cure for
constipation. isiligestion,dyspepsia and all ma-
larial troubles and all &maws of the kidneys.
CAI-flow. see that the word -Lortiuolis" is on
every bottle Manufactured by Da. W. P.
Yorsiour. Murray, Ky.
For sale by el. K. t. •ITHIS. Hopkinsville.Ky.
ASSIGNEE'S NOTICE!
Being tlie legal qualified assignee of the late
firm of timer I Hamby, Of Sinking Fork. Ky.,
I hereby notify all partim having claims neatest
said firm tofu', properly mortified, before me,
as assignee, at once, IA I wish to make a partial
inn Medi ately after or during the
month of iseptember. OH* H Sistrit.
Asmgliee of Hosts A II A SKY.
ofitumircri 1EXI0610N1KENTUCKY.
Female Ovum
THE NEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL row
YOUNG LADIES IN THE STATE. Orel
tee 445611011w sv.I.T.PATTERSON,Ptur.








ing and guttering a
specialty. Call and ex-
amine goods and prices.
Mr. Thos. Heagerty
will be pleased to see
his old friends. Granite an Marble Monte
EIGHTZZN muss= AND INSTRUCTORA.-
Agricultural and Meehanocal, Nmentlee, 'Engineering. Class
ical. Normal School, Military Tac-
tic*, GOinineretal anti Preparatory Loaned of Study.
--COUNTY APPOINTEES DECEIVED FREE O
F Turroots.—
Vali term beim& September It. Issut. For catalogue and other 
informs/Ms address
JAMBS K PATTIERSON, Lexingtos, Ky.
CALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
The Finest and Largest Hotel iii the City.
Kates 111.60 to 114.00 Per Day,
According to Mow

















Having ujitailleal before the Christian county
court WI the administrator of K. W. Henry,
deceased. I here notify all pagebee itayeag
claims gamin the said R. W, liestry 1Mo
them with ma property carolled et ease, And
those indebted to the •ard B. W. Henry or to
the erni it Henry A Porgy will come and set-
tle immtstiately and aa •• 00/010.,
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Sattriay, Oct. 61141141411 1 1
Ose flee two-bores spin ere:.
saaaufsetured sad gu
clams by C. W. Dasher, Heelthisville,
Ky , valets MS 10
A las breech-loader sbot-gra. vales 16 IS
Use Improved Five Drawer Fatally Sla
ler Sewtag Naar" wita aMach-
menu
One "White" %vies Machine, Saes{
make, four draw yrs. all itteehme•Ut.
*Id weresated by C E. Weet,H0p-
Ileintilis, Ky., value ...
Mt **gest set of fursiture, bedstead,
lamas sad wash ataad, sold by Thump-
s* Molleyselds. Hopkomvi.le, sad oa
exhibition at their Mum valise
A haadahill Mem•wisailag geld with.
tee lady. gy gelitleataa, sold and war.
reatedly D:galbreatit di v al*, • • •
I tea h raw boas sheet bindles&







• 14 10s Sylialt-Peoth Sulky Harrow aad
OUNTIlter." WM owe based implemest
les. vales  40 Di
Twestyrentlems. emelt 0.0 worth of
chins or paw wane 
Thirty premiss. each mme yeses sub-
erriptma to the Weekly New kra 30 00
A tret-eleas. sileadard silver Walsh.
stem WIR4i, for gesifiresan, sold sad war-
ranted by L. tilaaehet,
Teen., valoe 
Twenty premium, *eh sit moeth's
esiblienpte,n to the fn. weekly New Ira N 00
• good family cookies Mom will ten
set of vessels, eoal or wood, vale* 
Suit et Clothes 
Ins Lovell Waehing Machiae, with
beach sad wriager, 1•41111 
A copy of Rand, McNally Al Co :'s Bum-
mers Atlaa of the ie orld, valued at
preaagsms, each • box. 60, ele.mat
e r e
caw Illemarl Nem Washing Xaealea,
value. 
Goode 
A large combleed gotta sod Woe Mill 
for family use 
ire preatlasiskeaelt • solid ash az 
win/ hash* 
Ss elegant 'Mee of the ClOW's Bible,
handesemay Sall se Naas usal y booed. and










Tlim powder never •aries. A marvelof 
pun-
y, strength and wholisoomenews More eoonote-
ical than the onlinary kin le, and cannot be 
solo
in competition with the multitude of low test,
short weight slum or p_hosphate powders. 
Sold
II'S&ms owns. ROT •L 




ft TAIIILIHOR. Taos. . ELS ter 
.
aselDISell
Cor Clay aad fth.
Pembroke Items
see..al Correspondeuce.
PEMBROKE, Kv., italic 24 -Quite a
number of young gentiemen end ladies
chaperoned by Mr. H. IL 
Watts,
attended the meeting et SalubrIa One
evening last week and were compelled
to stay over night In the chureli 
on ac-
e-mint of the heavy non.
Mr. M. Turnley, of Lake Weir, Fla.,
Won a vint to his mothor.
M notes Alice Byers Slot Blanch
O'Brien, of Cie:townie, will be the guests
of Mr. T. D. Jameson next week.
A most elegant enterteinmeta was
giveu at the residence of Mr. T. le
Jamison, Tuesday evening. Genuine
Keetucky Horpitality was extended to
the guest by our worthy hosts. 
Re-
freshment/I weft eerved In elegaht style.
Would that our comity w as filled 
with
euch elegant people.
Mr. Frank Beaumont has sold his
beautiful farm to Mr.- Allen, of Woo-
fork.
The many (Heals of Mrs. Annie Pen-
dleton will be glad to hear ot her rapid
iniprovemesit.
Mr. Jno. W. Fortson died the 19th
Inst; interment et the family burying
grounds.
Bob Peutfletoti ill go to Clarksville
Sunday. I wonder what for? RAW.
t.tittrig to the late hour of Ita arrival
and the crowded conditions of our
columns it was necessary to leave out a
goodly portion ot the above letter. We
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10 00 Hopkinarffle, - Kentucky.






Drs.  1 00
Doesb's Kassa et Deineelle Modads"
pries  0
Maas Library Cyelopedna  N
Elkapal Lasts Album  1
yreataiia.•aeli a pod pocket kids
SO MOM  • ea
• Ise be!  0/
• Ise braes &adapt 0 blls  1 io•
• good wissedharsow  I le
• Sae carries knife sac, fort  I 0
TWo premiums, each • doable globe
bell's eye Butter*, 81 00
• rood cross-cut saw ready tor use
• *et of knives and forks, 6 each
• Patent Buggy-shaft Holder 
A eiessiplete set of screwdrivers, with
wise 
A gaol Distaat handsaw •
A pair family scales 
A good grass blade and awed 
• Wade a Butcher's Mao(
A good steel hatchet 










Premium le he added WI a
Total UAW le
Every subscriber to the Witteir Haw saa
for one year, at 111.00, gets olio ticket. Sub-
scribers to the Tal-Wszete, at MOO • year,
get twe tickses. or for six months, 11.IIS,
tioket Pegew• allisgspri Sebecesipe&si





















Fall mashie will open ACGUST 17. 18*, with
a full faculty Special rates to pupils desiring
teenier the classes In Elocution, Music, An





HOFtiellerilts LOnee. No. If, A. Jr. a A. M.
Bryan Hopper, W. M.
Lodge ratite at Masonie Hall, lid story
Thompson Block, Ilrst Monday alike in ISLA
smooth.
ORIENI'AL CHAPTER NO. 14., E. A. M.
Thome' Rodman, H P.
Stated eonvocaeloes al Monday of ewe
mouth at Masonic Hall.
MOORS CO IWILAN DIRT NO.O, K. T.
Sr. Kt.c, . Deitrich, Z. c.
Meets 4th Monday in each mouth at Marionie
Hall
110.1•L ARCANUM, HOPKIN8YILLE COUN
CIL. NO. I*
*0.1. Landes, R gent.
Meets Sd an4 4th Thursdays each moatb al
J. I. Landes' Mace.
MOAYON cotiNc11.110.SCHOS IN FRIENDS
M. LipsUae, Chief Causes/or.
Meets at I. I). 0. I. Hall, MI and •th Monday le
each month.
cALZROTI• IA LODGE, NO. axt. E. FM H.
Z. X. Andersen. Dictater.
Nee% iga and led Tuesdey la soh ameth at
11.31./a4leisaaiiMagl•
IVIROMMIN LOMOK.10.11 or?.
A. H C. C.
Lodge meets the hi sad 4th Thursdays* ev-
ery mouth at Rowe's Hall,
ENDOWMENT RAN/16K. or P.
L. R. Davis, Preget.
A=I Monday In every month at R. M.'it Elan
KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN CROSS.
B. B. Nance, N. C.
R. A. Moors, K of L.
Meets the let sad id Fridays ia each swath
•IIC MN/ ORDER Olf UNITED WORKMEN.
W. H. Lee, M. W.
Time of meeting, Id tool 4th Tuesdays at Mc-
Carey. Beate Si Oty.loMee •
elms Writ LODGE. 1f0•64. I. 0 O. It
A. 8. Caldwell, N. fi.
Mesta every Friday night at I. 0. 0. 7. Hall.
MEsci WicalitYMMJIT.10.11. 1. 0. 0.
Henderson, C. r.
Lodge meets lel sad Id Taanday alights at I.
0. 0 -F. Hall.
ORDER 014 ?ME famt HALL.
John Mosyos, P. C. J.
Meets Ilk Nelaeeday in each smith st John
Noeyea's
111.0REJILZ LODGE. NO IT, DAUGHTER,
OP RIBRIA.
11110N 1TE Noladar NON se 1. 0. r Hall
COLORED LODGES.
UNION BIANIVOLINT SOCIETY.
Meets ins and set ilaway oviaing is ..a•
motion, f detect, at their lodge roes, Mob
street, sewed story over Homer and Overalls-
er's building. E. Male*, President; Itod Tur-
een sow,.
VIZZDOM LOMB, Mco. cr. ff. T.
Xeisai 1st sad ird Teeedsry eights a Poseell'a
Hall, Court street. IL W. Glass, W. X; L. IL
Buckner, Secretary.
1117BADOEA 'PIMPLE, NO. IS, S. OF F.
Meese sad 4th Tuesdays ia each mouth le
. B. I. Hall Postell's Week Court street.
Augusta Monsen, W. P; Cams Banks D. r
KW. Cathy, Seeretare
; tOPLINSVILLE LODGE, NO. 101, 0. U. 0.
OF 0. T.
Moab fad *ad Mk Moeda? nights at Howler
and Overdisses Ha 11 Main street. Charles
Jesup N. ig; William Gray, V (i; E. W. Gin*
P. 8; William Clark N. F .
MYSTIC TIZ LODGE NO. 10M, 0. N. O.
OF T.
and Srd Wednesday njOte of *el
ea Johnsoa. N. 41; C KaMa P. S.
e ery here to





eel e bre .1 wherevey
ki.owu. armers • n d
their sons b. %tug Tare
i.n,e „wee.' nee it to bet-
s. r seviditspe Mae In this
agency. Fa I'M 014 ners
u lop es eldien the fact of
undoubted tespoulbility
by letters from their
Itasker oe Dry lIsWHIS Mer-
chant. can perches/riots of 15 of 50 machines at
the lowest wholesale price. giving their note at
O0 diree, whhout haters* In settle*** of In-
volves. I alsip sample w ashen' , rib trial, an liberal
terms. ti lite for iartionirs
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WNW Cheap as! CO Speed llerivalel
WRIEST AMII QUICKEST ROUTE
St. Loafs, Miranryill• aad Hsuders,:w
so the
SOUTHEAST  & SOUTH
THSOUCH cOACHES from oboes cities to
Illasbollle and ...ltattalioogs, waking direct cop
sectioas with
P1.1.117=0.7:1 al a co Cars
for *lents. Se.atc.eti, lessee, hickeourills,
sad pulses in 'lurid.
-
0.msectIosir are made at Guthrie and Mass-
. elfle •I1
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
la reams. Pala* Casa.
EMIGRANTS Seeking homes en thelint rid % i owl will
recirilv• •pocia low rates. •
SO, Agli•fe it( this ensaparay Am fait*, mess,
ec 'tall.. C. P. ATMORE, G. P. 4. T. A. •
posoi Itsigyny CAT omit
gives immediate relief. 1 utarrhal
%IMO soon e ;el led (Noll the s)s-
tern, and the dioessed action of the
manse membrane Is replaced by
healthy secret loos.
401.• is small. One tecksice
ountatha 1.1%.1:1411St quaotity for a
lung treatment.
C,/-\ I ARRH
A Cole In the Head is relieved by
an application of Ilso's remedy Itir
catarrh. The men fort to he got
from it in this way la worth many
times Nowak
Ferry and playa* to nee.
Price, Moses* Sold by dirUlDrist4
or sent by mail.
E. T. Ifarcurtnit, Warren, Pa.
Livery and Feea
-STABLE,-
T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
Large a r•ol roomy stable and ample accomoda-
Don for horses. Special attention given to fi,r-
rushing good horses and vehicles to •11 terms




Roge.r Ills, the great tariff reform
Delmer. it, was born oil the farm DOW
owned tur path! Tandy, adjoining the
farm of Wm. .re.ot), three miles met el
Fairview, Ky., where JetTereon Davie
first saw the light. Tide is one of the
fineet agriculture' regions in the South,
and if the pleaoset little town of Fair-
view has no othet coulees to recognition
it will go down hi history tut the birth
place of two of the leading minds of the
preeent century-Davis and M
A leek Notes,
Arettocu, Kv., Aug, 27.-Mr. W. W,
Ralston and Mrs* A. Wulf were wilted
in tnarrlage un the ildd lust, Rev. Lee
kiltistio tied tlia knot, The happy temple
returned to Mr. Ralston's howl, where
they will make their resitientei.
Mr, jai, 1), Wilkins has bought one
of Mr, lieu Foster's term*, paying there-
for the rum of one thoueind dollars.
Texas fever le wing in tide vicinity.
Several heye sphl their ferule and are
going west. Thoae who are oft to TeEn8
ire, J. J. Bowen, Janiee Drake, Jas.
Fucker, Esq. Alex Wilkins, (I. W. Can-
non, J. H. Wolf and others.
Mr. Ed Wilkins and Misses Amanda
Brown and Ida Wilkins, of Todd noun-
ty, were in this community part of this
week visiting reletives.
Mr. R. S. Ralsom and wife, Mimes
George and Mary Yancey and Waiter
Yancey, of this locality, spent Saturday
and Sunday at Fergueonville.
Messrs. Jets. G. Yancey and C. T.
ancey were iu tile neighborhood of
Crofton Sunday on busioess,
Rev. II. F. Perry, who has lately re-
turned home from London, will fill his
appointment at this place next Sunday.
Rev. C. M. Lamb preached at Utsion
Cloyed haat Rowley. Storrs SIMON.
.....usey-•••••••-•
When Baby warn sick, we gave ber Cr stone,
When she waa Child, shit cried for Casten',
When she Weems Hiss, she clang to Caswell',
WU* she had Childrea, she gave them Caster*
•
It la shout time, we suapeet, for Mr.
Dana to expose his concealed weapons
and bring the Deniocratic party to a
dead halt.
Do Not Suffer Any Longer.
Knowing that a cough can be checked
in a day, and the first etages of consump-
tion broken in a week, we hereby
guarantee Acker,' English Cough
Remedy, and will refund the money to
all who buy, take it as per directions,
and do not find our statement correct-
E. B. Garner.
a wee- -
It is understood that the national plat-
form of the American party contains a
plank declaring that tan-colored gloves
are the proper wear for gentlemen.
Piles! nes! Itching Plies.
Symptome-Molsture; intense itching
and stinging; most at night; worse by
scratching. It allowed to continue tu-
mors form, which often bleed and ul-
cerate, beeotning very Pore. Swayne's
ointment stop. the itching and bleed-
ing, heals ulceration, and in most cases
removes the tumors. At draggists, or
by mail, for 50 cents. Dr. Swayrie &
Son, Philadelphia.
Ben McKinley's yeoman services to
the Republican party on this aide
of Mason and Dixon's line are being
performed with one eye single on the
great issue of protection and the other
eye also single on the year ot our Lord
1892.
0
 Tha istrricza• Gumx "
limed March and Bept„
each year. It is an ency-
clopedia of useful infor-
mation for all who pur-
chase the luxuries or the
neoessities of life. Ws
*an clothe you and furnish you with
all the necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
est, flab, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay et bon*, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just tigure out
what is required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYERS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
11.1-114 Michigan Avenue. Chicago. Ili-
.--wwewnswe-eimmertowellaNINIMIEENIEN
Is fAe +moat agreeable and eiferttee remedy
me* produced far far ariring from
a weak ar inactive eurulttivn al the
KIDNEYS, LIVER,
STOMACH & BOWELS,"
and ir PEI:n.017, IRA FE In all ruses,
and TIIE BEST of
Paoli/if Itetnalas.
Man factured on'y hy Die
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP SO. 7
Or
fileetlISSII, CAL. LOUISVILLE. EY.
IllEie 011. V
For mie ter se demerits.
ET•IlleTILLI C•111R2LTI/1 D•ILT P•CRINT
Tim Light Draught Steamer
1r' 1"C .A. IV" 2C 8 71 I 2•7*
J THOMIIION 
111% NAME  Clerk.
Will leave Evansville f Cannelton daily
except Sunday, st s o'clock, a as,. almingsere
eonnections with the 0., R. N. R. R.
3etarning, les -es canneiton daily at p
in., Sunday excepted, and Owensboro at p. m.
Drama If 0111111 OA ID.
Leaves Evansville ..... . • m. sharp
beeves 0 wensboro . 4 p. sharp
Tare boo. for round trip on Sunday, bnt not
responsible for stores purchased by the stew ard.
BYRNES & SNYDER, Agenta
ruffioNiRELOGFOoE,N.C5LEBE
Eratalogue, giving fun particular, arid ...AM
•
COEN COLLEG
wispowling Green, It y.mg
Oweneboro inquirer:
Oweesboro Republica:is feel that they
can't claim any more honors just at
premeat and that the Republican candi-
date for congress will be teken from
eratne other county. But for this severe
attack ut generosity, Col. John Mc-
Henry would probably get the nomina-
tion for congress front the Madisonville
convention next Saturday, although lie
could not accept it. •
'File choice appears to be between Co!.
McHenry and the young Hendereon
lawyer, 1.Ige Sebrte. Messrs Campbell,
Edam", Bleatilitt, Jolly and the rest of
Gam have declared that they don't
want the honor, which is admitted to be
worthless except in the event of Her-
election when It would give a
claim to patronage.
John Yocum was at his old tricks yes-
terilay, tryitig to have ills mother ar-
rested as a lotietic. As oil a previous
oecasion, claims that it is her time to
go to the esyluni, %nil 10 that Visited
a lawyer awl wilted at 'met) a warrant
got Ion out for lies arrest. Falling
ol course, he returned nem'
Oohing her to death, A eltliten
WhIteaville says Yoteint is "4 little
eflay and heap meen,"
A suit of sensational chewier was
filed in the circuit court to-day. W. E.
Darrell, of Knottaville, rues W. S. Ha.
eel, of the same place, for #1(),01)0 dgma-
Kee, alleglog in ids petitien that the lat-
ter low •llensted the affections of Om
plaintiff's wife and relined his home.
As 'oust st examining weenier trials,
a full limits wae present 1:1 the clicult
coin t room last night to hear the trial of
James Mercer for killing George Weal'
ington Davie Tuesday evening. After
hearing the eviderwe the eourt decided
tnat it vim not wieder eed that the
killing wee done in defeuse of James
Mercer aiol his brothers. Mercer was
accordingly discharged.
Hopkins County Ilustler.
On last Thursday tuortilug the saw
mill belonging to Rnobluek, ti.burn &
Co., a few milee from town, was de-
stroyed by tire. It le miknown whether
it was accidental or the work of an in-
cendiary. The loss will tie perhaps
ee,001.1. J. 1.). Martin lied an interest of
*bout WO, J. 'I'. Robinson, Vest; Isaac
'I'. Oeburn, Sit00 arid Mr. Knoblock #500.
'Firere was no lusii woe oil the property.
Mr. C. W. Metcalfe, of the Metcalfe
Manufacturing Company, of Hopkins-
ville, passed through Iowa Saturday
goleg to Nebo, where lie had sold a
large taw
Felon Local;
Some impecunious cuss, desirous Of
much travel, broke open the t) V. de-
pot office at Princeton last Monday
night, and nut only stole all the tickets
but the case also. Capt. Banks to
make change with some fifty passengers
coming of Princeton Tuesday morning.
Bowling Uresin L•elnOt-rat
On the early train this morning, lir.
Gill, of Elkton, and Rev. Frank l'erry,
of Hopkineville, arrived in this city en
route to their homes from London, Eng-
land, where they have been as delegates
to the Pan-Presbyterian Assembly,
which convened during the early part
of the month of July. Dr. Gill left
to-day for his home, but Mr. Perry is
still in the city on a visit to his brother,
Wm. Perry. While in Europe, both
Dr. Gill and Mr. Perry made a tour of
the continent, and both are highly
ple.ased with their trip. The many
friends of the gentlemen in this city will
be glad to learn that they have had a
pleasant voyage and a sale return.
Henderson (Mailer
The Henderson Cotton Mill Com-
pany are thinking of doubling the ca-
pacity of their mill. This will neces-
sitate the erection of • new building In
which there will be placed 1,200 looms
ilenderdon Jdurnal.
The Jewish New Years will be cele-
brated next Thursday. All the Jewish
stores in the oity will be closed on that
day In honor of the event. Stores will
likewise be cloeed on the 10th of next
month which le the day of atonement.
Col. Henry Watterson has accepted
an invitation to addreee the Watterson
League here, and will make an appoint-
ment for some duty in 0 •tober, He
will have an audience from far anti near
to hear his speech.
Principe Was beaten at ISiiiontown
last Saturday by Geneva IVilks. There
were 13 1'd tarteri, and s•x heats were
trotted before the race Was won. Prin-
cipe won two lieste, trotted another dead
heat, arid received second money. The
track was very heavy, and the fastest
time made was 2:33.
Clartavilie Lnronic:e.
'File store house of A. R. Hall & Son,
which was put up at aiwtion hut Satur-
day, was knocked off to Mr. M. Savage
at $16,a00, but the bid was rc-Jected.
Mrs. ?I. L. Meachem, who many years
ago was a resident of New Previdence,
died st her homt; in Memphis several
days ago. She wae sino of Mr. J. 'I'.
Hartle of Christian county, Ky.
IN THE SPRING.
Alinoot everybody wants a "Spring
'Futile." llere is a simple testimonial,
which shows how B. li B. is regarded.
It will knock your malaria out and re-
store your appetite :
SPLENDID FOR A SPRING TONIC.
ARLINGTON, GA., June 30, 1857.
I euffered with malarial blood poieon
more or lees, all the time, and the wily
medicine that low done me any good id
13.8.13. It is undoubtedly the best blued
medicine made, •nd for this tualari•I
coitotry eliould ueeil by every one in
the wring of the year, and as good in
eiontuer, fall and winter is a tonic and
blood purifier,
GIVES BETTER SATISFACTION.
CADIZ, KY., July Gth, 1887.
New fiend me ohe box Blood Balm
Catarrh Snuff by return mall, as one or
my customers is taking B. B for
catarrh and wants+ it box of the mitift
B. B. B. gives better satisfaction thee
any medicine I ever wild. I have sold
10 dozen in the past 10 weeks, and it
gives good satisfaction. If I don't re-
mit all right for snuff write nie.
Yours, W. N. Bete pos.
IT REMOVED THE PIMPLES.
ROUND MOUNTAIN, Tax., Mch. 29 S87.
A lady friend oe mine has for several
years been troubled with bumps and
pimples OD her face and neck, for while!)
she used various cosmetics in order to
remove them and beautify and improve
her complexion; but these local appli-
cations were only temporary and left her
skin in a worse condition.
I recommended an internal prepara-
tion-known as Botanic Blood Balm-
which I have been using and seiting
about two years; she iised three bottles
and nearly all the pimples hive disap-
iseared, her skin is soft and smooth, and
her general health much Improved. She
expressed hereelf much gratified and
reeommend it to all who are thus
affected. MIN. S. 211. WILsozt.
A BOOK OF WONDERS FUZE.
All who desire full information about
the cause and cure of Blood Poisons,
Scrofula and Scrofulous Swelling., Cl-
ara, Sores, Rheumatism, Kidney Com-
plaints, Catarrh, etc., can secure by
mail, free, a copy of our 32-page 1110 -
Oated Book of Wonders, filled with tee
most wonderful and startl'•ig proof ever
before knoon. Addicsa,
BLOOD B•LM CO., Atlanta, (ts,
Ileesis Will•
By H. RIDER iEIAGGARD.
CHAPTER L
AUGUSTA AND 1113%, PUBLISHER.
Everybody who hos any connection
with Birmingham will be acquainted with
the vast publishing establishment still
kneel' by the abort title of "Meeson's,"
which is perhaps tho most remarkable
inetitution of the nen in Europe. There
aro-or rather there were, at the date of
the beginning of this 14story-three part-
uers Meesoies-Meeson himself, the
managing partner; Mr. Addison and Mr.
Roscoe-and people In Birminghtun used
to my that there were others interested
La the affair, for Meesou's was • "oom-
pany" (limited).
However this may be. Meceon & Co.
Was uutioubtedly a commercial marveL
It employed more than 2.000 hands; and
its workm, lighted throughout with the
electric light, oover two acres and a quar-
ter of land. One hundred commercial
travelers, at 4.8 a week and a oemmie-
nun, went forth east and west, and north
and south, to eon the liceike of MootIOU
(which were largely religious in their nat-
ure) in ja.11 lands; an4 livowndawenty
Urea authors (who were Illustrated hy thir-
teen tame artists) tort-at salaried rang-
ing frum ki00 to CAW a year-in vault-
like Lutones in the basement, aud woeg
h:f weelk pourod out that hat worts fur
which Meeson s was luatly fatueus. Than
there were editors and Ides editors, end
heeds of the various departmouta, and
subbeads. and financial eecretaries, and
readers, and mauy managers; but what
their mines were no man knew, because
at Meesou's all the empleyca of ihe
great house were knewti by numbers,
persotialltita and persenal respousitillity
being the abomination of the firm. Nor
was It allowed to auy one tiering deal.
Inge with those Haute ever to see the
same number twice, presiuniably tor feet
lest the toituber remember that lie
was $ Wan gaol 4 tinithet end LI* heart
shottld molt towels! the enfurtutiete, and
the financial interests of Atteson'e ahould
suffer. le short, Moesion'e wan an estab•
liahruent grouted tyr ana devottx1 to
money making, anti the fact Well kept
studiously and even Luseleutly teefore sea
eyes of everib(r_nly ouunected with 4--
which was, o utae. as it should he.
this happy Ian of commerce. After
that has been written, the render will not
he surprised th ItAru that the partnere
Mee/3011'e were rich beyoud thp dreams of
averioe. Their Fathom would have been
wonder even In anclout Babylon, and
would have excited admiration in the cor-
ruptest and most luxurious days of Rome.
Where could one soe such hurtles, such
c4arrRiagoticeoos,7 seat galleries of sculpture. or
anch collections of costly gems as at the
palatiallells of Messrs. Mooem. Addison
Ono day Xing Meeson sat in his count-
ing house counting out his money, or. at
leuat, looking over the books of the firm.
Ile was in a very bad temper. sod his
heavy &rows were wrinkled up in * way
calcuiated to make the counting leine.
clerks shake en their stoola. Meeson's
had brauch establishment at Sydney, in
Australia, which establishment had, until
lately. been paying-it Is true not as well
as the English one, but still 15 or 20 per
cent. But now a wonder had come to
pass. A great London pub:I/thing corn-
isaly bad etarted oppOsition house in
Melbourne, and their• -cutteleas" was
more than the *.cutenees" of Meowas
pow nrcek perof vanoityunsetanre opaptu,stihtelorrtacot ruthinuare;
pUbliel4 an edition of the
brought out the mine work at. twopence
halfpenny; dld Meeson's subsidize snows-
paper Le puff their undertakinge, the
opposition firm subsidised two to cry them
down, and so on. And now the results of
all this wore becoming apparent: for the
financial yeat pat ended the Anatrallau
had barel7 flirted a beggarly net
119dend ol 7 pee cart.
No wonder Mr. Meesoo was furious, and
wOoder thet the clerks shook upon
their stools.
must be -wen Into. No. a," maid
Mr. hioe4On, bringing his fist down with
a bang on to the balance sheet.
No. 8 was one of the editors-a mild
eyed little man with blue spectacles. Ile
had ouce been a writer of promise. but
Wsnehow Meesoe'i had got him for its
hack. 
him Into s publisher'sowq acid turueet
"Quite sn, sir,' he said. humbly. "It
is very bad-it la dreadful to think of
Meeson's coming down to 7 per amt.-7
per centl" and he held up his hands.
"Don't stand there like a stuck pig,
No. 8," said Mr. Meeson, fiercely. "but
suggest something."
"Well. sir," said No. 3, more humbly
time ever, for he was terribly afraid of
his employer. "I think. perh.aps. that
sumebody had better 5:o to Auetrelia. and
see What can be done-
"I know one thing that can be done,"
said Mr. Meeson, with a snarl; "all those
fools out there can be eacked, and sacked
they shall be; and. what's more, go
and sack them myself. That will do, No.
3, that will do;" and No. 8 departed, and
glacl enough he was to go.
As he went e clerk paired and gave a
ntrd to the great man.
"Miss Auguste Smithere," he read;
then. with a grunt: "Show Miss Angusta
Smithers in."
Presently Miss Augusta Sanithers ar-
rived. She was a tall, well formed young
lady of about 2.5, with pretty golden hair,
deep gray eyes, • fine forehead, and a
delicate mouth; Just novo however, she
looked very nervous.
-Well. Miss Smitbers, what is ttr
asked 010 publisher.
"1 ceme, Mre Momon-I caniesbout my
book."
"Your book, Misaffmitherter -this was
an affectation of forgetfulnees. "Let me
see. Forgive me, but we publish so many
books. Oh, yes, I remember; *Jemima's
Vow.' Oh, well, I believe it is going on
fairly."
"/ saw you advertised the sixteenth
thousand the other day," put in Mies
timithers, apologetically.
"Did we-did-we? Ah. then, you know
more about it than I do," and b,e looked
at his visitor in a way that conveyed
clearly enough that he considered the in-
terview was ended.
Miss Smaller* rose, and then, with a
spasmodic effort, sat down again. "The
fact is, Mr. filmset:L." she said-"the fact
is that I thought that, perhaps, as 'Je-
annie's Vow' had been such great sue-
0084, you ruight, perhaps-lo short you
might be inclined to give me some email
sum in addition to what I have received."
Mr. Mennen looked up. nis forehead
was wrinkled till the shaggy eyebrows
nearly hid the sharp little eye* "What!"
he said. What I"
At this moment the doer opened &Da a
young gentleman came slowly in. He
was a very nice looking young man, tall
and well shaped, with a fair skin and
jolly blue eyes-in short, a typical young
Englishman of the better sort, tetate suo
24. I have salci that he came slowly in,
but that scarcely conveys the gay and
demo air of independence which per-
vaded this young man, and which would
certainly have struck any observer as
little abort of shocking, when contraeted
with the worm like attitude of those who
crept around the feet of Meeson. This
young man had not; indeed, even taken
the trouble to a-move his hat, which was
stuck upon the back of his head; hIa
hands were in his pockets, a sacrilegious
whistle hovered on Iris lips, and he opened
the door of the sanctum sanctorum of the
Simeon establiehment with a kick!
"How do, uncle?" he mid to tbe com-
mercial terror, who waa sitting there be-
hind his formidable books, addressing him
even as though he were ordivary man.
"Why, what s upr
Just then. however, he caught sight of
the very handsome young lady who was
seated in the office, and his whole de-
meanor underwent a most remarkable
change; out came the hazels from his
pockete, off went the hat, and, turning,
be bowed, really rather nicely, consider-
ing how impromptu the whole performance
W114.
"What is ft, Eustocer inked Mr.
Meeson, sharply.
"011, nothing, uncle; nothing-it can
hide," and, without waiting for an invite-
Hon, he took la chair anti sat down iu such
a poeltion that he could see Miss
Smithere without being seen of Lis uncle.
"I was saying. Miss Smithers, or rather
I was going to say," went on the elder
Memon. -that, In short, I do pot In the
!emit understand what you can mean.
You will remember that you were paid a
sum of C150 for the copyright of 'Jr:anima's
Vow.'"
"Great beayons!" murnInred Master
Et!j.mAlcaeb(t'illmiiesular; 1..w111:4311:11aattvre agreement.
offering you 7 per cent. on the published
price of the book, was submitted to you,
and hed you aeeepted it you would. doubt-
lees, have realized a larger sum," and Mr.
Meeson contracted his hairy eyebrows and
gazed at the poor girl in a way that waa,
to say the least, alarming. But Augusta,
though she felt sadly inclined to flee, still
sto to her guns, for, to tell Gm truth.
her need wag very great.
"I could not afford to watt for the 7 per
cent., Mr. Metieon," she said humbly.
the"Oherh,kyert godiened: Seven per cent., when be
makes about 45!" caurtnured Eustace,
on'ssitbhl grcaMistamaSnmah, yortrou; mpoeustirellislyily."
forgive me If I am not acquainted with
tbo exact cendition of your private effairs.
I am, howevbr, aware from experience
that the wormy matters of most writing
people see a little embarreased."
Attests winced, and Mr. Meesion, rising
heavily from his chair, went to a large
sato which stood near and extracted from
hlte waeshulenedlkeingoffeerg. reements. These he
glanced at ono by ono till he found what
"Hera is the agreement," he said. "Lot
me see? Ah, thought so-copyright CA,
haLf proceeds of rights a translation, and
W CtliluateabineWur yeu tersatrAny_future
wor you may produce during the next
five ) oars to our house on the 7 Fier cent.
it,:reernent. or a sum not exceeding £100
copyright. Now, Miss iimithers,
what have yott to say? You signed this
paper of your own free will. It so hap-
pens that we have made • large profit
on your book; indeed I dont mind
telling you that we have got se much as
so gee° you hack frem America for the
sato of the American right& but that is
no Jeanie' for your coming to ask for more
nieney than you agreed to accept. 1
Lever heard of such a tiling in the whole
course of my professional experience;
never!" and ho paused and once more eyed
her sternly.
"At wry rate, there ought to be some-
thing to eome to me from Mao rights of
trandlation-I saw in the paper that the
book wee to be translated into French and
Gennun," said Augusta, faintly.
"010 yea, no doubt-Eustace, oblige me
by touching the bell."
The youug gentleman did so, and a tall,
melancholy looking clerk appeared.
"No. 18," gnarled Mr. Meeson. In the
tone of peculiar amiability that he re,
served for his employee, "make out the
translation account of 'Jemima's Vow,'
and till up a check of balance due to the
auNthoor1.8"
vanished like a thin. unhappy
;heed" and Mr. Momon once more ad-
dmreousete,yd male:most-1 teithl eo rae :hi, hmo.ga"mlf. y..oyuauwiladant
better writo us another book.. I am not
going to deny that your work is good
strork--a little too deep end uot quite or-
thodox enough, perhaps; but still good.
I tested it tuyettlewhen it came to baud-
which ta a thing I don't ofteo do-and saw
It was good selling quality, &Ltd you ewe I
didn't make a tnintake. -1 believe 'Jemi-
ma's Vow' will sell 20,000 without &top-
ping-here's the account."
As he spoke, the specter !Ike clerk put
down a neatly ruled bit of paper and an
unsigned clenk on the desk befeee his etn-
apilli:iye,r.a.laaltmt.hen smiled a shadowy amtle
Mr. Muerion glaneed through the se-
enuit, sigtied the cheek and handed it, to-
gether *Oh the amount, to Augusta. who
prueveded to read it. It DUI thus:
ateiesta wrens IS woman wira weave on.
11. a. tt.
to sale of right of trenalatien of "Jima
IIIt011 Von" Rau ...... 1 0 0
To sale pf right of trausiatitagfd 'Veen.
ma's Vow" HUMID- • •u  f 0 0
 /14 0 0
Less amount due to Rowe Monson, bo.
big one half of net pooped* o 0
1.A•r OititRIIIMR011. SAL  11 19 0
Total C10 le 0
kalance due to author, as per cheek
herewith a 1 0
Augnsta looke4. end then slowly crumpled
up Om check DI her hand.
"If I understand. Mr. Meeeen." she
said, "you have sold the two rights of
translatiou of my book., which you per-
itueded tno to leave in your hands, for
£14; out of which I am to receive L8 1T"
"Yee, Mint) Smithers. Will you be so
kind as to sign the receipt; the fece$ ts
that I hare a good deal of briatzsoes to at-
tend to."
"No. Me. Sdeetion," suddenly said Au-
gusta. rising to her feet and looking ex-
ceedingly handsome and imposing in her
anger. "No; I will not sign the receipt,
and I will not take this chock. Arad, while
is more, I will not write you any more
books. You. hate entrapped me. You
have taken advantage of myritororence
and lnexperieuce, and entrap me so
that for rive years I eliall bt. hothing but
a slave to }sin, and, although I am uow
une of thd meet pertutlar writer* In the
country, shall bo obi ,d to accept ES sum
tor my hooka upon w ich I cannot live.
you Ittiow that yeetorday I Whil offered
£1,000 for the copyright of a book like
slendiva's Vuwr-it's a lame sum. but I
lievu the letter Yldl, and I have tbe book
lu manuscript now; and if I could publish
R I %timid be lifted tett of poverty, to.
rther with my poor little slaterl" and Abe
gavg a epb,
Om Vent on, "1 otnnot publish
end I will not lot you bsve It and be
treated like this; I had rather starve. I
will publish outlaw; fur five and I
will writv to the papers say wli)S--
because I hove boon cheated, air.
Meeson."
'.Clieated!" thundered the groat man.
"Be esreful, young lady; mind what you
aro saying. I have witnres; Eilete,ceiz
you hear, 'eheatectS Ettatace.
"I herr," raid tustace. grimly.
"Yee, Mr. Meeson, I said 'cheated,' and
I will repeat it, whether I am locked up
for it or nut. Good morning, Mr. Mee-
son," and ehecourtesied to him, and then
soddenly burst into a flood of tears.
In a minute Eubtace was by her aide.
"Don't cry. Miss Smithers; for Heaven's
sake, don't! I can't bear to see it," he
said.
She looked up. her beautiful gray eyea
full of tears, and tried to smile-
"Thank yoo." ahe midi "I am very
silly, but I am so disappointed. If you
only knew- There, I will go. Thank
you," and in another instant she had
drawn herself up and left the room.
"Well." said Mr. Meetion. senior, wbo
had been sitting at his desk with his
great mouth open, apparently too much
astoniehed to speak. '•WeIS there is le
vixen fur yew Tint she'll come mad.
I've known them to do that sort of thing
before-there are one or two dowu there..
and he lexked his thumb in the direction
where the twenty-and-five tame authors
sat each like a rabbit in his little huteh
and did hat work by the yard. "who car-
ried on like that. But they are quiet
enough now-they don't show much spirit
now I know how to deal with that sort
of thing-half pay and a double bale of
copy-that's the ticket. Why. that girl
will be worth fifteen hundeed a year to
the Louse. What 40 you think of it,
young man. chi'
"I think," answered his nephew, on
whose good tempered face a curious look
of contempt and anger had gathered, "I
think that you ought to be ashamed of
yourself."
CHAPTER IL
HOW rt'STACE WAS pisiNTIERtTED-
There wow a pause---a droedful pause.
Tho flash had left the cloud, but the an-
swering thunder had not burst upon tho
eer. Mr. Meeson gasped. Then he took
up the check which Augusta had thrown
upon the table and slowly crumpled it.
"What did you say, young man:- he
said at last, in a cold. hard voice.
"I maid that you ought to lie ashamed
of youreol f."antiwered his nephew. stand-
ing his ground bravely; "and. whet is
more, I meant it."
-Ohl Now will you be SO kind as to
explain exactly why you mid that, and if
you meant it?'
"I mean it," answered his nephew,
speaking in a full, strong voice, 'because
that girl was right wheu she said that
you had cheated her, and you know that
she was right. I have seen the accounts
of •Jemitna's Vow'-I saw them this
mornIng--and you have already made
more than a thousand pounds clear profit
on the book. And then. when she comes
to ask you for something over the beg-
garly .C.,e) which you doled out to her,
you refuse, and offer her £3 as her share
of the translation rights-C3 as against
your eleven!"
"Go on," interrupted his uncle. "Pray
go on."
"All right; I am going. That is not
all; you actually avail yourself of a dis-
graceful trick to entrap this unfortunate
girl into an agreement whereby she be-
comes • literszy bond slave for five years.
As boon as you ace that ehe ham genius
you tell her that the expense of brbiging
out her book and of advertising up her
name, etc., will be very great--so great,
Indeed, that you cannot undertake it
unless, indeed, she agreee to let you hare
the Med offer of everything she writes for
fire years to come at somewhere about a
fourth of the usual rate of a successful
author's pay-though, of couree, you
don't tell her that. You take advantage
of her inexperience to bind her by thin in-
iquitous contract, knowing that the end
of it will be that you will advance her •
little money end get her into your power,
and then will send her down there to the
Hutches, where all the spirit and original-
ity and genhus will be crushed out of her
work, and she will become • het writer
like the met of them-for MechoLl'S IS
strictly a commercial undertaking, yen
know, and Meetson's public doll t like
genius; they like their literature dull and
holy-and it'. an infernal shame! that's
what it is, uncle!" and the young man,
whale blue eyed were by this time flash-
ing lire, for ho hail worked 'Anima up as
lit went along, brought his fist down with
a bang upon the writing table by way of
inaphaeizing his words.
"'lave pm done?" said Me undo.
"Yee, I've dew; and I hope Gait I hove
put it plain."
-Very well; and now might I ask yoth
supporting that you should ever mime to
manage this businesa. if your bentiments
accurately represeut the system upon
which you would premed?"
-Of course they do. I am not going bo
turn cheat for anybody."
-Thank you. they seem to have taught
you tho art of plain speaking np at Ox-
ford; though it appears," with a sneer.
"they taught you very little else. Well,
their, now it is my turn to speak;
and I tell you what It is, young man, you
will either instantly beg my pardon for
what you have said, or you will lessee
Memoir's for good said alL"
-I wou't beg your pardon for speaking
the truth," sedd Emitace, hotly. -The
fact is that here you never hear the
truth; all these pour devil. creep and
CirS1/1 about you, and darent call their
fouls their own. I shall be devilieh glad
to get out of this place, I can toll you.
All this elliekery end pokery makes me
sick. The place stinks and reeks of sharp
practice and money maltigg--money mak-
ing by fair means or foul.
The elder man had, up till now, at all
events to outward appearauce, kept his
temper; but this la.st flow of vigorous
English With altogether too much fur one
whom the possession of so much money
had for many years shielded from hearing
likiPleatituit truths put eoughlv.
mans lace grcw iike a devil'iS Lis thia
eyebrows contracted themselves, and his
pale lips quivered with fury. Fur a few
seconds he could nut speak, so great was
his emotion. When at length lie did,
hie voice wee as thick and laden with resre
•• • dense mist is with rain.
"You impudent young raticall" he
began; "'you ungrateful foundling? Do
you suppose that when my brother left
you to starve-which was all that you
were fit for-I picked you out of the
gutter for this. that you should have the
insolence to come and tell me how to con-
duct my businestet Now. soung man, I'll
just tell you what it is. You can bo off
und conduct a bushiest; of your own ma
whatever principles you choose. tied out
of Simeon s, air, and never dare to siance
your nose here again, or III give . the
porters orders to hustle you off the
premlacel And now, tleat Leal I've
done with you; never you kw& to me for
another sixpencel not going to sup-
port 7ou any longer. I can tell you. And
what mole& yes know what I am
going to do wit newt I'm going off to
old Todd-t t's my lawyer-and I'm
going to tall him to make another will
and to leave every farthing I have-aad
that isn't much abort of L'2,000,000, one
way and another-to Addition and Roscoe.
They don't want IC but that don't matter.
You shan't have it-no, not • farthing of
tt; and I won't have • pile like that frit-
tered away in charities and mia
tneut. Thar* now, my fine young=.:
man. just be off and Dee if your new
busbies& principles get you • living."
"All right, uncle, I'm goiter." said the
young man. quietly. "I quite understand
what our quarrel means tor me. and. to
tell you the teeth. I am not sorry. I have
Dever wiehed to be dependent on you. or
to have anything to do with • lousiness
carried on aa Meetion's is. I have a hun-
dred a year my mother lett ma, and with
the help of that and my education I hops
to make a living. Still, I dose% want to
from you in anger, because you have
very kind to me at times, and, as
you remind um, you picked me out of the
gutter when I waa orphaned. or not far
trom it. So I hope you will &het* hauds
before I go."
"Alt!" marled his nuclei_ ''you want 00
pipe dovnt bow, do you? But that won't
du. UK you gul and mind rei don't set
toot In Pompadour Hall" Nr. alesioree
meat) "union it le to get your eiutima.
Come, cut"
"Yuu misunderstand roe." said Ensile*,
with a touch of native dignity. which be-
came him very well. "Probably we shall
not meet again. and did not wiala to part
in auger, that was all. Good morniug.
Aod be buwed and left the office.
"Confound him!" muttered his uncle as
the door closed. '`he'a a good plucked one
-thowed spirit. But I'll show spirit, too;
Meenon is • man of his were. Cut him
off with a shilling? riot ent him off
with nothing at all. And yet, curse it, I
like the lad. Well. Pve done with him,
thanks to that 'dux of a Smtthers girl.
Perhaps lues sweet on her; then they can
go aud starve together, and be hanged to
them! fiam bad better keep oat ef my
way. for she shall smart for this. so sure
ea me name is Jorusthan !demon, I'll keep
her up to the letter of that agreement.
and. if ehe trim to publish a book inside
of this coteatry or out of it, =yeah her
-yea, I'll crush her. it coats me lee
ighOtisand to do itI" end with a Ewe ee
asePted his fist heavily upon the tonic be-
fore kn.
Then he rose, put poer Augnsta'sagree-
Maas carefully back bite the safe, which
he shut with &savage snap, and proceeded
to visit the verious depertments of his
vast eatahliehment, and to make such hay
therein as Lad never before been dreamed
of iu the claasic halls of Merson's.
Tu this hour the clerks of the great
hotnie talk of that dreadful day with
bated breath-fur aa bloody Herter
threugh the Greeks, so did the greatnee
son rage through his hundred depart.
tuente. In the very first taffee he caught
a wretched clerk eattug maitre) mud-
wicheic Without a munestatel healtatkei
Ite took the semtiwtolimi and threw them
through the wtudow.
"Do you suppose I pay you to come and
est ?our filthy sandwiches !miter
sake savagely. 'There, now you can
go and look fur them; &ad see you here,
you beedn't trouble to tome hack. yoe
idle, worthless fellow. Off Too gol ghd
remember you need riot pond ki me for
charseter. Now, then-sduuble quick"
The unfortunate departed, feebly re-
monstreting, aud afeeeou. having glared
around at the other clerks and warned
them that unless they were careful-very
careful-they would soon follow in his
tracks, continued his course of devasta-
tion
Presently he met an editor, Na. 7 le
was, who was bringtog hire ma Agreement
to sign- Ha snatehed it front him and
glanced through it.
"What do you mean by bringing me a
thinff like this?' be said; "it's all wrong.
"It is ezactly aa you dictated it to me
yesterday, sir," said the editor, indig-
nantly.
-What, do you mean to contredict mer
roared Meeeon. "Look here, No. 7, you
and I had better part. Now, no wordei
your salary will be pahl Tetti till the
end of the month. end. if yoO would like
to bring eq potion tOf wrongful dieraisel.
why, I'M your m!sz. Good morning. No.
I; good morning.
Next he cropped a court yard where, by
slipping stealthily round a corner, be
came upon a Jolly tattle errand boy, who
was etiring a aolitary game of marbles.
Whack came his Cane ecrose the seat of
that errand boy's trousers, and in another
minute he had followed the twitter and the
sandwich devouring clerk.
And so the merry game went on for
half an hour or mare. till at last Mr. Mee-
/ton wee fain to emote his troubling. being
too exhausted to continue his destruying
course- But next morning there was pro-
motion going on in the great publishing
house; eleven vacancies had to be filled.
A couple of glasses of brown sherry
and a few sandwiches, which he hum,
swallowed at a neighboring reetaurant,
quickly restored him, however, and. lump.
ing into a cab. he Odin post Mete to his
leseyera. Messrs- Todd & James.
"Is Mr. Todd inr he said to the manag-
ing clerk, who came forward bowing ob-
sequiously to the richeet man in Birming-
ham.
"Mr. Todd a-ill be di in a few
minutes, sir," he said. " y I offer you
The Times?"
"Damn The Timm:" was the polite an-
swer. "I don't come here to read news-
papere. Tell Mr. Todd that I must see
him at once, or else I shall go elsewhere."
"I am much afraid, eir"-began the
managing clerk.
Mr. &Leeson jumped up and grabbed
his hat. "Now, then, what is it to be?"
he mid.
"Oh, certainly, sir; pray be seated."
answered the manager in great alarm-
Meeson's business was not a thing to be
lost. -I will see Mr. Todd in-
stantly," and he vanished.
Almost simultaneously with his depart-
ure an old lady was unceremoniously
bundled out of an inner room, clutching
feebly at a reticule full of papers. and
proclaiming loudly that her head was go-
Lug round and round. The poor old soul
was just •Itering her will for the eight-
eenth time in favor of a brand new char-
ity, highly recommended by royalty; and
te: be suddenly shot from the revered
presence of her lawyer into the outer
darkness of the clerk's office was really
too much for lees
In another minute Mr. Meeson was be.
lng warmly, even enthusiaeticallv, greeted
by Mr. Todd himself. Mr. Todd was •
nervous looking, jumpy little man. who
spoke in Jerks end gushes in such wol
as to remind one of a fire hose through




Tbe beat salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corn., and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Pilee, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perteet matiefaction, or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by
13. B. Garner.
Galveeton, a city famed for its olean-
ders and its deep-water conventione, is
trying to capture the New Englacd
trade ii) see-ealpent stories. The new
south is wide awake anti very enterpris-
ing.
Brace Up.
You are feeling depreseed, your ap-
petite is poor, you are bothered with
Headache, you are fitigetty, tiervuut,
and generally out of sorts, and want to
brace up. Braee up, but not with
stimulants, spring nretlicines, or bitters,
which have for their basis very cheap,
bad whieky, and which stimulate you
or an hour, and then leave 3 ou
worse condition than before. What you
want is an alterative that will purify
your blood, start healthy action of I.iver
and Kidneys, restore your vitality, It ntl
give renewed health and strength.
Such a medicine you will find in Elec-
tric Bitters, and only 50 cents a bottle at
Harry B. Garner's City Phartnacy Drug
Store.
Some time since Mr. Gould exhibited
his stocks and bonds to inquiring friends ;
now lie displays his digestive apparatus
through a sympathetic reporter to a can-
did world. In both Inaterwes the bench
show was in the nature of a refutation,
for in Mr. Gould's case, whether as re-
genie collateral or viscera, were he
chaste as Snow or a holetionie as an icicle
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Addresi WELLb. IlICHAflOBON & CO., Burlington. Vt.
h! Its Money,
Its iclny.
From Sept. 1st, on we will sell goods for
CAt3651-1 Col•TIAY.
This will enable us to cut down prices and give our
friends the benefit of the cut. Don't try to make us break
the rule; it will only embarrass you and us both. But
just come in and see how cheap
CASH









H. V. ARRIENATIM Y. C 1.0141111
410134EbrilEiotl:k3r CU. IA (MM.
Successors to ABERNATHY & CO.
Central Tobacco Warehouse
No 290, on North side of Ninth Street, one proms from Depot
All tobacco consigned to us will reerive our tiersonal attention, both In
sampling and gelling. Stables and qearters for teams and teamsters.
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY,
It..TC11::b.trOl•TD.
Tull newt). Twelve Departments of Study, Healthy location la On Mare at Dies lima
region. Refined and hoopitable community. Moderate expenses,1101%, AD-massesf u 11 Inform***
lanasilt c1"71.akiogn fArlimPl1; testaLles. . BNeLAxi N8e"TOI"Nn Ign..120Se.. PCS.Mit•OgitELLOPrtr.
CaldwellA&NRandle,
Rola, Tinware, Glassware Clillial Gouts
C-t.a.tiem 37,
Roofing Outteringand Outside Work.





Never equaled in the South! Prices lower than ever
before! Don't miss seeing it.
Hendrick's China Hall,
209 N. College Street. NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Grr..0101,JCIEN.I'k.T.
JMITTMT__,M1Ri!
Large Stock. Well Assorted. Priees Low. Work a Specialty.
57 Franklin Street, Clarksville, Tenn
T. IIERNDLIN. It 11A1.1.1- 31, T ; I' hi*,
Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
rir Cob C3 C. SEissaleisuat2,1.1.
ROBT. B. WITHERS, Cen'l Agent.
GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARKSVILLE, TENN.
Cash v anees en Tobacco in 'dere. twin the hands of responsible fermen sad dealers. •fil
Tohaceo ibeured while in store at the expense of owner, except where them is au ear •nor. and
then withotu written orders not to insure.
IFL4e) 401‘74aoss ZVI •:.• Ne, c•Vs SELO Clo
Than any house in the W eaters Conntry.
T. It, A Nl OCK N. W. I. FRASER. W. E. RAGSDALE
Hancock, Fraser lk Ragsdale,
T'IWPFLI=TOIR.S.











w. itAGSDALE,  Salesman.
T. B. YAIRLEIGH, Book-keeper. ,
to Sampling and Selling Tobacco. Liberal Advaaaail
blade on Consignments.
units.. se have wri instruetioas to the erialeari.
Id- I-1. Noll/gm. "W", =e0eniey.
Former') of N1, 1 IN A .1 VOA' 1•,rinerly of DA 11!‘ 1 A BUSH.
INT=1.-MOINT
Tobacco and Grain Commissionierchan IF T
RAILROAD AND ELEVENTH STREETS.
We give persorial attention to Inspection and tiaie of evary Hogshead of Tobets
CO consigned to tea
Liberal advaneement made on Toleieco in etore. All Tobactes insured at cost at
owner unlets written instructions to the contrary.
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